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Tomorrow's DVD releases
including Indiana Jones set.
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, Hazing suspected in
fraternity collision
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Knights football falls to another
MAC foe, losing to Akron, 38-24.
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Street party kicks off Homecoming Week

)

BEN BAIRD
Senior Staff Writer

Sigma Alpha Epsilon is under
investig-ation for possible hazing following a head-on collision between
two pickups early Thursday morning on Aquarius Agora Boulevard.
Fraternity pledges who were in
the back of one truck ran from the
accident with their hands boun~
with tape, and at least one was
pledge limping, witnesses said.
According to UCF Police, the col;;i
lision inyolved two trucks, a Ford F150 that was carrying members of
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity,
and a Toyota pickup carrying fral
ternity pledges.
"I spoke with the driver of the
Ford pickup, and he ·said that he
swerved into the oncoming traffic
,) just to play a trick on his pledge
brothers, and when he swerved
baek into his lane his cell phone fell
) into the floor of his truck," UCF
Police Officer George Penvose wrote
in his report of the accident. "He
said that when he reached down to
.1 pick the phone up, he looked back
up and realized that he was still in
the on-coming traffic lane and that
he hit the white Toyota head-on."
"First and foremost, the members that were involved in the accident are all OK," RichardFrucci, the
') . fraternity's UCF chapter president,
wrote Friday in an e-mail. He said
Dustin Brown, who sustained the

"The chapter
does not :
condone these
incidents and
wants to
reassure the
alumni, parents
and.all .others
that this was an
isolated incident
and not the
mindset of the
chapter."
- RICHARD FRUCCI
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON PRESIDENT ,

most serious injury while riding in
the back of the Toyota with three
other pledges, was admitted to
Orlando Regional Medical Center;
Brown has since been released. His
nose reportedly was almost severed

in the accident.
Witness Tiffany Clark, a resident
assistant
at
Lake
Claire
Apartments, the on-campus housing
complex located behind the SAE fraternity house, told police she- saw
one of the men in the truck's bed
with his hands either taped or tied
together. She said the men involved
in the accident pulled off their
shirts, saying that police would not
know they were SAE members if
they took off their shirts.
Daniel Collins, another resident
assistant
at
Lake
Claire
Apartments, told police h~ saw a
man limping away from the accident
with his hands duct--taped in front of
him. The man asked Collins if he
had a way to cut the tape from his
hands. Collins said there was a
strong smell of alcohol coming from
the man.
All the RAs who were witnesses
described the collision as "a hazing
incident that happened to go
wrong," according to the police
report. After making their statements to officers, those RAs lead
police to a Dumpster .where they
found a piece of duct tape with
human hair on it.
Frucci objected to the police
report's portrayal of the events.
"There are two major facts that are
false in their report and need to be
known," Frucci said in his e-mailed
PLEASE SEE
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Uncle Kracker and Sean Paul took the stage Saturday on Church Street to open Homecoming. For full coverage, see page B~.

ROCKing

Drive-by tagging

the boat
Club behind flags
does more than just
push an agenda
WENDY WONG-KEN
Contribu_tijlg Writer
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Newly elected Student Government Association Senators took their oath of office Thursday in the Student Union, filling 51 of 52 seats.
Above, mem~rs of the College of Arts and Sciences, the largest college on campus with 14 seats, stand as.the oath is being read.

Senate swears in new meµibers,
and two old disputes are settled
BEN BAIRD
Senior Staff Writer

Some raised thell; right
hands, some just stood with a
!I serious expression on their face,
others smiled or laughed, but all
took.an oath Thursday mgnt to
. 1 serve the UCF student body, and
then they signed their names to
that oath. They had just become
the newest members of the SGA
Senate.
The incoming senators were
called forth by the name of the
colleges they were elected to
:l represent; and presented the
oath of office by SGA Chief
Justice Christopher Polke. After
being sworn in, they took their
first vote to decide who would be
the new speaker of the senate.
Nominations were taken and
'• narrowed down to three candidates, all veteran senators: Olu
Adulouju, Peter Cimino and
Pavan Talakala. After debating
the issue at some length, including intense questioning of
Talakala for his decision. at the
previous Senate meeting to walk
out in an attempt to prevent a
vote, ihe new Senate.elected for.mer Senator Pro Tempore Peter
Cimino as its speaker.
Controversy arose almost

immediately as a group of senators led by Talakala and C.
Hunter Singh made an attempt
to dissolve the Senate's standing
committees by resolution; however, it was quickly determined
that this move was unconstitutional. The question quickly
arose ag'3.in as the authors of the
resolution cha,nged its status to
that of an official bill and tried to
pass it once more. But the measure was voted down.
Fbllowing that, the meeting
went relatively smoothly.
Afterward the new senators
embarked for a weekend retreat·
in Tam.pa, where they learned
Parliamentary Procedure; how
the committee system works,
what is expected of them, and
also took time to get to know
each other.
A few of those relationships,
· however, may start off as rocky, ·
given that the contentious election led some members of the
incoming Senate to ·file Judicial
Council charges against others.
Two cases were heard by the
council on Wednesday night.
Both had been presented in
other forms to the Elections
Commission, and in each case
the accused had been found
innocent, if for no other reason

than that the rules were unclear
on the point of argument.
The first . case involved
whether Kevin Buck, Skip
Modinger
a.lid
Michael
McGlaughlin had formed and
named a political party as part
of their election campaign, a
practice that is prohibited by
SGA elections statutes.
After long debate it was
decided the three were in violation by naming their ticket, and
hence guilty of a minor violation.
What was not clear, however,
was what to do about it. That's
because the statutes don't identify a penalty for such violations.
"The justices determined
that a [political] ticket had been
named, and ruled accordingly,"
said Patrick Rostock, one of the
petitioners before the Judicial
Council. The lack of a punishment is just another example of
need for revision of the SGA
Statutes, he said
The next case heard by the
,council was that of Rachel
Olander and Sean Lavin. The
two newly elected senators have
been throwing barbs at each
other since Olander accused
Lavin of being associated with a
PLEASE SEE
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Since· its beginning in 2000, the
student group Rebuilding on a
Conservative Kornerstone has promoted its views through rallies,
speakers, concerts and fundraisers.
The club's activities tend to be
controversial, setting off protests
from pro-choice and anti-war
groups on campus, and drawing
nationwide-media attention.
The media coverage, both good
and bad, has helpeq. the group, said
Trisha Forbes, ROCK's vice president.
·
"There are so many groups on
cam.pus that aren't heard about,"
she said. "People are more interested in the organization because of
[the publicity]."
According to ROCK's Web site,
the organization is "dedicateO. to
promoting the conservative philosophy on the UCF campus."
"We are a very active group,"
said Heather Smith, the president
of ROCK 'We stress political
activism with stu~ent issues."
Known most recently for its
"Project Freedom" that put a flag in
every UCF classroom, the club has
also brought several other controversial issues, along with conservative speakers, to campus.
Those
speakers
include
Genevieve Wood, a political commentator vyho spoke about media
· bias; Ann Coulter, an outspoken
New York Times best-selling
author; and Lakita Garth, a pro-Ille,
pro-abstinence motivational speaker. ROCK also staged a rally last
spring to support U.S. troops overseas. Shannon Burke, a local conservative radio personality, spoke
at the 11ally.
But the club, with its headlinemaldng projects, iS not purely about
furthering conservative ideals.
Smith si;tid ROCK is a group that
PLEASE SEE
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Along the median of Alafaya Trail near McCulloch Road in front of Pegasus landing,
spray-painted messages appeared on several barricades over the weekend with
statements including 'fix the road!!!!!: 'concrete world; 'no war' and 'stop Bush:

·Political and Law group
hopes·for SGA funding ·
PATRICIA XAVIER
Senior Staff Writer

· In the wake of the infamous
UCF flag issue, students are
banding together to form a group
geared toward open discussion
of politics and law.
The Political and Law
Association, an org'Rnization
geared at bringing together students interested in law and politics with university and local
leaders is in the process of
becoming a student group on
cam.pus.
The org'Rnization beg'Rll
recruiting members this semester in order to qualify for funding

from the Student Government
Association. The org'Rnization is
now in the process of creating a
steering committ~· help develop its goals and id£tnlly.
Association founder and
politic3.l science graduate student Gaurav Bhola said the creation of the organization came
from his wanting to make a contribution to UCF.
'We want sti,ldents to get an
insight into politics and the law
that they don't get in text books,
or in the classrooms," he said.
"They will be interacting with
speakers, leaders, and others
PLEASESEE
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Around Campus
UCF investigating paper theft
UCF Police are reviewing
leads including witness statements about thefts of the Future ·
from distribution racks on campus. Two separate thefts, one on
Oct. 9 and another o~ Thursday,
involved over 1,000 newspapers,
with an estimated value of over
$1,000.
A separate investigation is
being conducted by UCF's Office
of Student Conduct.
"People trashing the paper is
very serious," said co-publisher
Brian Linden. "Theft of student
newspapers have been success-·
fully prosecuted in cases across
the country."
Following the thefts the
Future began publishing a new
policy clearly limiting each
reader to one free copy. Readers
may purc.hase additional copies
with advance notice at $1 per
copy.
One witness reported seeing
several women removing newspapers from racks in the
Student Union Thl,ll'sday and
stuffing the bundles into nearby
garbage cans. Some of the
papers were later recovered.
Anyone with further information about these ·thefts is
asked to contact the Future
office or the UCF Police.

Meditate your cares away
Participants can learn deepbreathing tOOb.niques and guided imagery during a one-hour
workshop at 3 p.m. today in the
Wellness Center Room 111.
At noon Wednesday, as the
Wellness Center continues a
series on relaxation techniques,
the center hosts another
approach to stress relief in
which participants will learn
how stress affects the body.
Participants at each session
can talk with a stress coun$elor
about specific issues. Fbr more
information call 407-823-5841.

Group seeks charter members
FROM

me with peer support and
new ideas. As far as
career goes it would provide a networlc which
would be helpful," Burns

Al

who share an interest in
politics or law."
Bhola hopes members
of the organization will
also be able to take a
hands on approach .to
shapin:g political and legal
issues at UCF, as well as
at state and national lev. els.
"This is not an isolated
r organi.Zation, this is an .
organization based .on
active
participation,"
Bhola said, ''.All officers,
all members will have the
opportunity to be active
within the organization."
Bhola said his vision
for the organization will
allow students of every
major, politicaJ back-.
·ground and social belief
to partic.ipate in an organization based on democratic ideals.
Freshman ·Natlian
Burns, who declared his
political science major
this semester says he
became interested in the
organization because he
has an interest in international relations. He also
hopes he will be able to
interact with people who
share his interests.
KASEY CERASALE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"Educationally
it · Gaurav Bhola, a political science graduate student, is president of the
might be able to provide new Political and Law Association, an umbrella group for political clubs.

FROM

Give the gift of life

N«;>nfiction writer Michael
Steinberg will read from his
memoir, "Still Pitching," at 4
p.m. Wednesday in the UCF Art
Gallery as part of the Cypress
Dome Writers in the Sun series.
"Still Pitching'' is about
Steinberg's experiences growingup Jewish in New York in the
1950s. The memoir uses baseball as a metaphor to show the
. effects of prejudice. The book
"lovingiy preserves an otherwise lost time and place; it
transports us back to Brooklyn
in the 1950s so vividly that we
can walk around, gawk, admire,
and wince," said Philip Lopate, ·
author of "Portrait of My Body.1'

Faculty to vote o,n gay protection
The Faculty Senate will meet
at 4 p.m. Thursday in the
Student Union's Key West Room
and consider a resolution asking UCF to expand its anti-discrimination policy to include
protection for homosexuals.
The resolution was approved
at a Faclilty Senate Steering
Committee meeting Oct. 9. If
approved, it would counter
President John Hitt's stance
that UCF does not need to protect homosexuals from discrimination. Twenty other universities have passed similar resolutions. For more information
about the meeting call Latrecia
Rice at 407-823-0318.

.I(,

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send an e-mail to editor@UCFnews.com or send a
fax to 407-447-4556. Deadlines
5 p.m. Monday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Senior StaffWriter

New approach to
tissue engineering
This week MIT engi- ,
neers reported a new
approach to three-dimensional human tissue engineering. This new method
can take scientists one step
closer to achieving their
goal in using engine~red
tissues Jor therapeutic
applic.ations and .replacement organs. Before development of this method,
researchers created .a variety of cell types from one
batch of stem cells, then
isolated the ·C~ll type of
interest.
In the new
method, the human embryonic stem cells, which have
the potential to become specialized cells, were seeded
onto a biodegradable polymer scaffold. TM scaffold/stem 'Cell strilctiire was
then treated with specific
chemicals that led to development of stem cells to specific cell types, such as liver
or cartilage cells. .

a
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Newly elected Speaker of the Senate Peter (imino, left, addr~sses fellow
student senato.rs Tuesday. At right is SGA Vice President Joe Maclellan.

allows like-minded campus conservatives to get
together, discuss and
socialize.
''We have a lot of different members," Smith
said. Members ·have a
wide range of majors,
hobbies and activities.
Political belief is their
common bond.
Smith said some people have an incorrect view
·
of conservatives.
"Com;ervatives today
are not your 1950s
straight-laced, buttonedup stereotype," Smith
said in an e-mail.
"Conservatives on a college campus today can
drink· and party with the
best of them, play
Metallica on their electric
guitar but also have a
strong love of entrepreneurship, liberty, God and
country."
At the weekly club
meeting, members discuss conservative issues
that affect students. They
also share ideas and concerns, and plan events
and projects during meet-

ings.
Becoming a member
''We do a lot of thing'S of ROCK is easy, Smith
together," Smith said. Not said. "We're constantly
only are there political trying to recruit and get
activities, but also social people involved."
activities.
Members can join at
ROCK's main social · the ROCK table outside of
event comes at the end of the Student Union,
each semester. Members thro.u gh the group's Web
site or by going to a meet-

.mg.

'~Consel'lvatives

today·are not
your 1950s
straight-laced,
button-up
stereotype~"
- HEATHER SMITH
ROCK PRESIDENT

get together, have a barbecue and practice conSecond
stitutional
Amendment rights by
going to a gun range.
Targets include pictures
of Osama bin Laden, tax
forms, and textbooks that
cannot be returned.

A form and a $15 fee
are necessary for membership. The form can be
found on ROCK's Web
site. The money goes in a
group fund that helps pay
for socials and other
group activities.
Each year, ROCK, like
other UCF clubs, tries to
get a budget fi:om SGA.
This year, their approved
budget is $2,200.
ROCK also goes to outside sources for money.
''We raise funds through
different people in the
community to help facilitate project,s," Smith said.
Private donors contribute, and ROCK petitions for grants from
other groups and organizations in Orlando.
ROCK was started- in
2000 by UCF students

ADAM KRAUS.EI CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Heather Smith, president of Rebuilding on a Conservative Komerstone, or
ROCK, regularly mans the club's table in front of the .Student Union.

who have. since graduated. It is an original organization; it has no affiliation with other universities.
In 2001, Smith became
involved in the organization. Within a year, she
became the president of
ROCK
Forbes, the current
vice president, is not sure
if she. will become tl).e
president when Smith
graduates in May.

. 'Tm in trainfug,"
Forbes said. "Next year, a
lot of things will change.
There's a lot to learn."
The club's most recent
project is its new conservative · newspaper, the
Compass. The group is
also trying to get conser- .
vative speakers on campus.
"We want to bring
speakers to educate students on issues," Smith
said.

Scientists at Purdue
University have obtained
the very firs~ high resolution images of. the West Nile
virus. . This virus is very
· small. More precisely, it is
just one five-hundred-thousandth of an inch wide. To
obtain the structure of this
virus, researchers chilled it
to about minus 300 degrees
Fahrenheit and then bombarded it with high-energy
electrons. The deflection of
electrons off the virus's
atoms p'r oduced the image
of the virus. The results
show that the virus looks
like a minuscule golf ball.
Detailed information about
the structure of West Nile
can help scientists understand its unusual life cycle.
It can also enable them to
pinpoint West Nile's vulnerabilities and develop drugs
to disarm it. The West Nile
virus appeared in New York
in 199~ and so far it has
caused 139 deaths in the
United States.

Laser cannons next step
in war te_chnology .
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·Within five years, the
U.S. Air Force plans to test
the first of what may
become a fleet of seven 3.ir-
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Hello West Nile,
goodbye West Nile!

renowned speakers
Al
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Web site, UCFStudents.com, that arose
at the start of the Senate campaign' and
made unflattering references to candidates backed by the liberal Progressive
Council
After debating whether it could be
proved that Lavin was connected to the
Web site or bore any responsibility for its
' content, the council decided he was not
guilty and thus cleared him a second time
of all charges. ·
p~grrs.
"The Elections Commission is an outTlie council did, however, recommend
that Andrew Swift, the owner of the standing body, but they can't even levy
UCFStudents.com Web site, be brought fines anymore," said Lavin. ''.And for their
before the Office of Student Conduct for deci.sjon to be over.turned. makes them
possible violations of UCF's Golden Rule ~even 'less of a governing bOdy for not
policies governing appropriate student being able to enforce the statutes."
Rostock also calling for a revision in
behavior.
After being cleared, Lavin, said, "I the elections statutes. "Even though the
can't say I was SurPrised."
·
appeal eventually was unsuccessful; it
· He added: ';All along the way, on eveJ'Y illustrated the need foi.· serious review of
singie board deciding my case, not one the elections statutes," he said. "When
person has voted against m~." Lavin said elC?ting a body that controls over $i0 milhe previously had· filed a complaint lion, you probably want to have the best
1
against those he felt were attacking him, elections statutes possible."

ROCK draws nationally
FROM

''

Researchers at · the
University of Missouri- :ii."
Columbia have di~covered
that the development of a
plug-in fuel cell hybrid
power source for c_a rs and
trucks can cut the amount
of gasoline consumed in the
United States by half. The
plug-in hybrid is a modified
version of the hybrid vehicle, recently released by
. Toyota Motor Corp. This •
plug-in uses electric motors
and battery packs to
improve fuel efficiency. The ~
plug-in also contains a secondary. power source,
which can be recharged
using electricity while .,
parked at home. This technology can be mass produced in the next five years,
a solution to the 20 year , ,
wait for developtnent of
zero-emj.ssion fuel cell vehicles. Scientists estimate
the cost of this plug in at
less than $1000.

but he planned to withdraw it today after
returning· from the Senate retreat.
"I filed an eight-page charge against
Rachel [Olander] and Josh Edmundson,
but I think it's in the best interest of the
student body that. I drop the charges,
even though I think she was in violation,
and move on."
Lavin said he and Olander have spoken and plan to work together to update
the elections statutes to prevent the confusion that occurred during their cam-
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Hybrid can cut fuel
consumption in half

is

are
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NASEEM SOWTI

from newspapers and my
own ideas," the history
major said. "Most real
progress that's made in
understanding the way ·
the world works comes
through a variety of
prospective - People who ·
lJ_ave take that I haven't
heard of before, people
who have information
that I wouldn't have.
access to."
SGA Sep.~tor Michael
~cucci said he would .
have no problem funding
an organization that.
brought uility to the UCF
campus.
''We do our best to distribute funds as fairly as
possible, and if they have
a good following of students and a good agenda
then I don't see why
wouldn't give them as
much funding as we
could," Pascucci said.''We
base funding on the sw- .
dents and what they
want, so if a lot of students do want funding
and want to be a part of
this then I · think that
would be sufficient for
them to get funding."
. Fbr information about
the Political and Law
Association, call (321)
663-4039 ·or e-mail Bhola
at gbhola1@yahoo.com.

Some senators guilty of
•
tnlflOf election violations.

The "Get Carded" program
promoting organ donation hosts
its annual "Festival of Life" from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. tomorrow at
the Student Union South Patio.
There will be food, henna tattoos, T-shirts and more. The
event is sponsored by Volunteer
UCF and Florida TransLife. For
more information call Melissa
Day at 407-823-6471.

Writer to speak

elections sometime in late
or
early
October
November. Bhola said
right now his primary
task will be to get the
organization off the
ground but he said he
wants to wait until after
the elections so officers
and members can participate in the decision making process.
"We live in a democracy and I want this organization to have roots in the
democratic
tempers,"
Bhola said. ''We want to be
an inclusive organization,
not an exclusive one."
Preliminary plans for
. organizational activities
include a possible trip to
Tallahassee during the
legislative session, and a
symposium composed of
political and legal representatives, discussion of
current polifical and legal
issues n.nd assisting
members in obtaining.
internships.
·
Senior
Greg
Thompson said everyone
in his family is a lawyer so
his ties ,to law and his
desire to work for the
State Department fit well
with the focus of the ·
organization. ·
.
"The fact is I can only
get so much perspective

·'

Organ donation party tomorrow

· Tile ·Central Florida Blood
Bank and Generation Donation
will be at the Student Union
South Patio from 10 a.m. to 5
, p.m. Wednesday, collecting
blood donations. Fbr more information call Zehra Siddiqui at
407-823-6471.

said.
Still in its initial phase,
the Political and Law
Association hopes , to be
ready for its first officer

Week in
Technology
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What's this growth

ence shared. But before Dr. ed a question asking why men
Drew took those questions, he and women have to be intoxicatasked the crowd to listen to his ed to "hook up." This question
story about how he got involved kicked off the audience participation component of the evening,
in giving advice over the radio.
It was 1983, Dr. Drew said, with serious and humorous com· AMY CASSELL
Staff Writer
and he was ja medical student in ments flying around the arena.
Los Angeles. Two men at a
After the entertaining and
Dr. Drew. Pinsky, a popular
small, local radio station started informative discussion about
figure among the college crowd,
arelationship talk shbw, but they "hook ups" was finished, Dr.
is known for his advice on relaeventually learned they did not .Drew briefly discussed two tophave all the answers. Dr. Drew ics he felt were important. The
and
intimacy.
tionships
Hundreds of people around the
was approached and asked if he first was marijuana, with Dr.
nation seek his guidance nightly
would do an ''.Ask a SUJ.'geon" Drew saying he believed it
on his radio show "Loveline,"
should be legalized because, in
se~ent in which he answered
and on Thursday night, Dr. Drew
listener's questions about sexu- his opinion, the occasional.use of
was at the UCF Arena to
ally transmitted diseases.
marijuana is about the same as
address and answer the burning
At first, he was hesitant to the occasional use of alcohol. He
questions of UCF students.
accept this offer, but he said he also said that lo.ng-term, continuThe evening's first surprise
had an epiphany and realized ous exposure to marijuana most
was that each seat had a Trojan
that radio was what he wanted likely would lead·to depression.
gift bag on it. Inside each bag
to do. This story was Dr. Drew's
The second topic was the
was a Trojan sticker, a pamphlet
way of stressing the importance morning-after pill. The purpose
about safe and correct condom
of "listening to instincts" in mak- of the pill, he explained, is to preing decisions.
· vent an egg from being released
use, and a package of 12 Trojan
condoms.
After that story; Dr. Drew ini- in .a woman if taken within 72
Adrienne Ingram, a memb~r
tiated a conversation that includ- hours of unprotected sex. The
point he wanted to get across
was.that the pill does not cause
an abortion, as many people
believe.
Dr. Drew also stressed the
importance of using the Student
Health Services clinic. He said · ~
the clinic specifically ser\res students, is free and should be
taken advantage of.
In addition to these topics, Dr.
Drew fielded questions that
ranged from problems with male
ejaculation to mv to personal
relationships with older women.
Students continued to ask
questions after Dr. Drew stated
that he needed to leave, and he
joked that the nickname for UCF,
"U Can't Finish," must apply to
presentations as well.
After 90 minutes, Dr. Drew
thanked the crowd, waved goodbye, and walked off the stage to a
rousing round of applause and
cheers.
"I found Dr. Drf)w to be very
informative, but he was also able
to make people laugh at the
JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
same time," said sophomore
Nationally known"love doctor" Drew Pinsky greeted guests to a show at UCF Arena Thursday with gift bags containing 12 Tro~an condoms.
Mauro Antoniazzi, 19.

Dr. Drew extends
'Loveline' to UCF

of the Campus Activities Board,
introduced Dr. Drew to the
crowd just after 8 p.m., and he
walked out to the cheers of many,
including the occasional outburst of, "You're the man, Dr.
Drew!"
To begin his presentation, Dr.
Drew jokingly thanked the
Campus Activities Board and the
university for not inviting Adam
Corolla, his co-host on the
"Loveline" :radio program.
Corolla is known for enhancing
the comedic effect of "Loveline,"
and was also the co-host of the
Comedy Central original series,
"The Man Show."
Throughout the night, Dr.
Drew referred to the whoops and
hollers of some men as the "'Man
Show' contingent" of the crowd.
Two students adorned with
g'low-stick necklaces and microphones circulated through the
crowd, fielding the questions and
comments that those in the audi-
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homicide charges in th~ death of
an Iraqi prisoner who had been
'left alone with other prisoners in
that country after being interrogated, Marine officers said
Saturday.
Six other Marines are
charged with hitting and kicking
prisoners and then lying about
their behavior to military investigators.
Maj. Clark A. Paulus and
Lance Cpl. Christian Hernandez
face negligent homicide charges
in the death of a 52-year-old
Iraqi prisoner found dead in
June at a prisoner camp run by
the 1st Marine Division near the
central Iraqi town of Nasiriyah. ·
The prisoner reportedly was
left alone with other prisoners
after being interrogated by·u.s.
military and intelligence-agency
personnel and was later found
dead.
Officials assert that Paulus
and Hernandez should have .
known that the prisoner might
be killed by his own countrymen
unless given special protection.

Schwarzenegger meets Bush
SAN BERNARDINO, Calif. With broad grins and matching
gray suits, President Bush and
Arnold
Schwarzenegger
embraced one another physically and· politically on Thursday,
with the governor-elect putting
off a promise to appeal for White
House help with California's
economic and budget troubles.
Last week, at a news conference following his election victcr
ry; Schwarzenegger had said he
wanted to meet with Bush "as
quickly as possible because I
have a whole bunch of business,
California business, to talk . to
him about and to take care of."
''We have been paying - for
each dollar that we have been
paying on federal taxes, we only
have been getting back 77 ·
cents," he said. "So I want to collect, you know, some pf that
moneY,"
The meeting came soon
enough: a half-hour private conversation at the Mission Inn in
Riverside, nine days after the
recall
election.
But
Schwarzenegger steered away
from detailed requests for federal help, saying afterward that
doing so now might have spoiled
a chance to cultivate a crucial
political friendship.

U.S. forces tQ shrink in Iraq
WASHINGTON - U.S. military commanders have developed a plan to steadily cut back
troop levels in Iraq next year,
s~veral senior Army officers
said in recent interviews.
There now are 130,000 U.S.

Eight Mari.nes face charges .
CAMP PENDLETO,N, Calif. ~
Two Marines here face negligent
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Claiming the Blessing, a group
· seeking equality for gays in relitroops in Iraq. The plan to cut giol).s life, said Anderson reprethat number is well advanced sents a minority that "continuand has been deecribed in ally shows a willingness to endbroad outline to Defense run the democratic processes in
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld our church."
~
but hasn't yet been approved by
The primates, who head the
him. It would begin to draw · national and regional churches
down forces next sp~ing, cut- that make up the 70-millionting the number of troops to member Anglican Communion,
r, fewer than 100,000 by next unanimously said they "deeply
summer and then to 50,000 by regret" the decision by the
mid-2005, officers involved . in Episcopal Church's general
the planning said.
convention last summer tQ
The plan, which amounts to accept the election of the Rev. V.
the first formal military exit Gene Robinson as a bishop. in.
strategy for Iraq, is being drawn New Hampshire.
Robinson, whose consecraup 'to show how the U.S. presence might be reduced without tion is scheduled for Nov. 2, has
' undercutting th_e stability of the lived openly with another man
country. Military officials also · for nearly 14 years. The priworry that if they don't begin mates warned that "the min~utting the size of the U.S. force, istry of this one bishop will not
they could damage troop be recognized by most of the
morale, leave the armed forces Anglican world" and "will tear
shorthanded if crises emerge in · the fabric of our Coininunion at
North Korea or elsewhere, and its deepest lev~l." But they
help create a long-term person- · stopped short of attempting to
1:s
nel shortage in the service.
prohibit his consecration,
At the same time, some of acknowledging that the 2.3-milthe people involved in the dis- lion-member Episcopal Church
cussions said they consider the USA, like all of the Anglican
r.> force reduction plan optimistic, Communion's member churchas much a goal as a guaranteed es, is legally autonomous.
'
outcome. If it is implemented
, successfully, the troop reduc- FBI questions discovered cutters
tions could reduce political
Federal investigators Friday
pressure on the Bush adminis- interviewed a 20-year-old man
tration as the presidential cam- about box cutters and other
paign gets fully underway.
suspicious items found on two
Southwest Airlines planes, disActivist: Episcopal schism likely
coveries that prompted the govElated after worldwide ernment to order the nation's
Anglican leaders rebuked the entfre fleet of commercial airlinEpiscopal Church for el~cting a ers to be searched. '
gay bishop, the head of a tradiThe FBI and the Department
d · tionalist Episcopal group laid of ' Homeland Security did not
out plans Friday to thoroughly . identify the man. He was not
reshape the U.S. church within arrested or charged, but the
a few years.
FBI said in a prepared stateThe Rev. David Anderson of ment Friday night that "proAtlanta, president of the ceedings" .are expected on
American Anglican Council, Monday in federal court in
said the declaration by 37 BaltimQre.
Anglican primates in London on
"The individual has been
Thursday had "postponed a cooperative and we are still in:
schism" by giving conservative the process of trying to deter,1 Episcopalians a way to escape
mine what his i.Iltentions were
the authority of bisl\ops who with these items," ah adminiscondone homosexuality. tration official said.
But leading liberals in the
Officials said they do not
church disputed his interpreta- think the items fqund on the
tion of the London statement. planes - box cutters, matches,
The Rev. Susan Russell, head of' bleach and a clay-like subFROM

1

1 :00-2:15 p.m.

stance, along with a note - are
linked to terrorism. Law
enforcement and Southwest
officials said evidence collected
by investigators indicates that
whosever left the packages was
trying to send a message to
security officials about lapses in
the natimfs aviation security
system.
"It does not appear to be a
terrorist event," FBI Director
Robert S. Mueller Ill said at a
news conference in Houston
Friday. "rliere is no imminent
threat."

'Wheel' contestant sues Sajak
Contestant Will Wright had
just won $48,400 and the
"Wheel of Fbrtune" audience
was cheering with abandon in a ·
District of Columbia auditorium
where the show was being,
taped: Suddenly; Wright says,
host Pat Sajak leapt at his body
and wrapped his arms and legs
around him.
· .This week Wright, the 3~
year-old puzzle-guessing champion from Lorton, ya., filed a $2
million lawsuit against the
show's producers over the back
injuries he says he suffered
from Sajak's mom.ent of unbridled enthusiasm in October·
2000.
"I stick out my hand thinking
he's going to shake it," Wright
recalls. "Instead he jumps onto
me, with his legs and' arms ... All
I remember thinking was: 'This
is Pat Sajak. Don't drop Pat
Sajak.'"
Wright, 5 feet 7 inches tall
and.153 pounds, said he nearly
buckled under Sajak's fullweight embrace. And, having
won nearly a year's-salary by
solVing three word puzzles and
receiving a warm embrace from
letter-turner Vanna White,
Wright said he began to feel .
sharp pains in his back within
minutes after the show
wrapped. ·
- Since then, the father of two
and computer circuit designer
says he has had back surgery
and months of pain and rehabilitation, which he contends the
producers of "WlJ_eel of
Fortune,"
Sony
Pictures
Entertainment, should be
forced to pay for. ·
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Honda Factory Trained Technicians
Certified for All Honda Warra.nty -Repairs
Full-line of Honda ·parts & Accessories

"Providing all ofyour service needs,
from oil changes to major engine repairs,,
For additional information
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call Jose or Eric at:
711 W. Fairbanks Ave. • Winter Park
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• Biomedical
• Au~iology ,
Sciences
• Health Science
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•Medical
Medicine
.S ci.e nce
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• Osteopathic
• ·o ccupational
Medicine
Therapy
•.Pharmacy
,. • Optometry
•Physical
•Public Health
Therapy
··Physician
Assistant
Directions: From 1·95 north or south or Florida's Turnpike north
· -0r south, take 1·595 west and exit south onto University Drive. Go
south on University Drive approximately 1.5 miles. Pass SW 30th
Street intersection (Firestone, Walgreens on corner). Get in left
hand lane. Make first left. Tum left into the first driveway past the
fountain (in front of HPD}. Parking is available outside the building
or in the "deck" pafking garage. Enter the Terry Administration
Building through the main doors (fountain-side of complex).

Su n~ay, October 26, 2003
3200 South University Drive
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Please join us as our deans, program directors, and
admissions personnel meet with prospective candidates
and discuss our programs. Registration begins at 12:30 p.m.
and refreshments will be served. Call (954) 262-1101 or
800-356-0026, ext.1101, for more information. "
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So far, ho cause for accident has been detennined

Week in
Technology

SAE involved in the accident.
dent of UCF's Interfraternity
The question of hazing has Council and a member of SAE,
statement after declining to be since been turned over by police · did not respond to interview
interviewed by the Puture over to UCF's Office of Student requests.
the phone. '.'No one in thei Toyota ' Conduct, which can investigate ·
The matter is also being
pickup was subdued or dqct- and impose punishment "includ- reviewed by SAE's national
taped in any way. There was ing expulsion from UCF of those office. "We're investigating right
absolutely and not at any point involved.
now;" said Ryan Weiers, assisalcohol involved."
Greg Mason, director of tant executive director for SAE's
Frucci also said that, .con- UCF's Office. of Greek Affairs, Southeast Region, who was contrary to the police report, there was out of town and could not be tacted by phone Friday at the
was only one active brother of reached. Ryan O'Eourke, presi- fraternlty's headquarters in
FROM

FROM A2

borne laser (ABL) cannons.
The chemical oxygen-iodine
lasers will be mounted inside
converted Boeing 747-400F
freighters, and they will be able
to shoot down Scuds and other
ballistic missiles that threaten
U.S. and allied troops. Flying at
relatively cloud-free altitudes
above 40,000 ft., the laser's beam J
will have the ability to kill targets
before they enter friendly airspace, causing debris and warheads to fall back into enemy territory. Defense giants Boeing,.
TRW and Lockheed Martin have
teamed up to bµild and test the
laser cannon. The final exam for
their $1.1 billion experiment
could take place as early as
2001, when the ABL will attempt
to shoot dowrrn Scud missile.

Al

eled to UCF from SAE headEvanston, Ill.
The next step, he said, is to quarters on Saturday for a pre- .
determine whether hazing 'viously scheduled event, but said
occurred and, if so, to what he would be using the time to
degree. Weiers noted that as of continue his investigation.
"The chapter does not conFriday afternoon, he had "not
done these incidents and wants
determined anything."
Weiers declined to comment to reassure the alumni, parents
on possible disciplinary action. and all others that this was an
"SAE fraternity does not con- isolated incident and not the
done ;ti.a.zing and we take it very mind set or habits of the chapseriously," he srud. Weiers trav- ter," Frucci said.

e
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Deep-sea encounter with .
rare Greenland shark

/iii'

During a recent submersible
dive 3,000 feet doWn in the Gulf
of Maine a Harbor Branch s.cientist and sub pilot had the first
face-to-face meeting ever in the
deep s~a with a rare Greenland
shark. The docile, 15-foot creature gently rammed into the submersible' s clear front sphere
before turning and swimming
away slowly. Greenland sharks
have been known to grow as long
as 21 feet, and are outsized only
by great white, basking, and
whale sharks. Greenland sharks
are poorly understood but
known for their lethargic swimming and a unique fishing technique.
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Paul Davis spoke on flag vandalism for about 90 minutes outsi~e the Student Union Thursday, while Matt Kamm stood in protest.

Vocal about being pro-flag KNIGHTS I
Evangeli.$t Paul Davis' voice reverberated
across campus Thursday, as he delivered a
.caustic speech on the recent flag vandalism on
campus. Standing in full military fatigues at a
podium in front of the Student Union, Davis
aired his frustration at what he called student
apathy about the desecration of the flag.
At right, Matt Kamm, a UCF student and
lead singer of local band Dodger, stands in a
,mocking solute while gesturing to a "Peace
through superior firepower" bumper sticker
on his shirt. Davis gave Kamm the microphone

brain that register distress, and
· that's why therapy or sharing
emotions is therapeutic. They
also believe that these results
show how deeply rooted our
need is for social connection.

Week in Health
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

Rejection really hurts!

. Psychologists at UCLA have Agriculture source of
found that two key areas in the obesity in the United States
America's obesity epidemic
bram appear to respond to the
pain of rejection in the same is one the most serious public
way as physical pain. Their find- health problems facingthe coun. ings show that physical and try. Three out of every five
social pain may be more similar Americans are now overweight,
than through before. The psy- ·and ·one in fifty AIDericans are
chologists conducted this study morbidly obese. Jn fact, some
by monitoring the brain activity researchers predict that today's
of 13 UCLA undergraduates children will be the first generawhile the students played a com- tion of Americans whose life
puter
ball-fossiilg
game expectancy will actually be
designed to provoke feelings of shorter than that of their parsocial exclusion. The results ents. The culprit is the health
revealed elevated activity in the problems associated with obesianterior cingµlated, part of the ty.
Although the big food compabrain responsible in generating
' the adverse experience of physi- nies, fast-food outlets, and
cal pain. They also detected ele- couch-potatoes might explairi
vated levels of activity in the the obesity issue, the cause
right ventral prefrontal cortex, · behind the causes is very simassociated with thinking about ple: the farm. The agricultural
emotions and self-control. Based industry is making too much
on their findings, they suggest food. This problem is almost as
that verbalizing distress may old as agriculture itself. When
partially shut down areas of the food is abundant and cheap,

for . about two minutes, during ~hich he
protested what he described as a war about
greed in Iraq.
Davis then steered the event back toward
the pro-flag message.
"We American citizens need to be more
vocal about the destructio!1 of our national
symbol," said Davis, a graduate of UCF. His
church, R Generation, ministers to university
and high school students in Central Florida.
The ministry mans a table in front of the
Student Union weekly.

people will eat more of it and get
fat.
Corn alongwith most agricultural commodities is again
abundant and cheap, and the
easiest thing to do with the surplus is to turn it into more compact and portable value-added
commodities such as corn
sweeteners, and corn-fed meat
and chicken. Unfortunately the
government is not doing anything to discourage the farmers
from overproducing grains,
however, a simple solution for
consumers can be self-control
and sticking to a healthy diet.
J

Surgical masks for cough,
respiratory symptoms proposed
To minimize the threat from
SARS and other lung infections,
federal health officials have proposed that anyone who comes
into a hospital, doctor's office or
clinic with a cough or other respiratory symptoms be requir~d
to i.rmhediately don a surgical
mask and be isolated from other
patients until they .can be diagnosed.
The idea, if implemented,
would represent a dramatic
change in the routine operation

of U.S. medical facilities and
become the most visible legacy
of the emergence of the deadly
new infection that prompted a
global health emergency earlier
this year.
"It would require a new way
of thinking, and a cultural
change,"
said
Loretta
Fauerbach, an infection control
expert who helped draft the proposed recommendation. "This is
not something that most
Americans alive today are used .
to-seeing lots of peoJ?le wearinf. surgical masks."
The
aggressive
new
approach is outlined in a draft of
a comprehensive plan for how '
the nation should protect
against and respond to a return
of severe·acute respiratory syndrome (SARS). The federal
Centers for Disease Control and
· Prevention posted the plan on
its Web site late Thursday after
several months of preparation.
The agency will gather comments for several weeks before
making the plan final. Although
the CDC can only make recommendations, the agency's guidelines typically have a major
influence on medical practice.
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Currently enrolled students are entitled to consult
with program attorneys about legal matters
and ef')titled to receive advice. In addition, legal.
representation up to and including all stages of trial
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Landlord/tenant problems affecting
students living arrangements in the
community.
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Consumer problems confronting individual
students.
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Students in need of. legal service should contact,
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the driver and anyone who didn't
wo pickups collided
Wednesday night at the Lake have their hands immobilized.
Claire apartments, each car- From witness and police reports,
the h~-on collision probably
rying a group of inen; some were
pledges or members of the Sigma was a joke that shouldn't have
,really happened. It was fake danAlpha Epsilon fraternity.
ger that became real when a drivWitnesses say some men were
injured, one badly enough to go to er didn't pull out of the way, back
the hospital with a nearly severed into his lane, in ti:ri:J.e.
So an accident happened.
nose. Witnesses also say some of
Boys will be boys, right? We])., yes,
the men had their hands bound
they will. They'll play practical
with duct tape.
jokes, and scare each other just
UCF is investigating the incito scare each other. Is swerving in
dent, which may have been hazfront of another car a joke,
ing related.
1
though? Will the men who drove
Initiation at a college fraternithose trucks ever think back at
ty, in its stereotypical form,
how funny it was, or try it again?
involves some amount of difficulty, or hazing ritual. Be it a pledge
It's doubtful.
to memorize, a dare to accept or
The psychology of this incident isn't shocking or new, howa beating to endure, this rite of
passage happens, whether offiever. The idea exists that you
cially sanctioned by the fraternity build a bond by collectively
or not.
enduring some pain. In the miliOf course, it also goes on at
tary it's called basic training. If
UCF too. Most of it stays below
you live through a traumatic
event with other people, like a
the radar. The incident last week
couple of months of 4 a.m. workwill be a national story;
Why would a fraternity decide outs, you tend to grow closer to
those people. In the military, you
to bind its members' legs and
form a unit, a brig'B.de, a troop or
arms, then drive them around?.
What is it about brotherhood that a company. In a university set- ·
ting, you form a fraternity, a
makes such an act sensible? It
brotherhood. ·
probably started as a funny idea,
but now we're looking at the terThe difference here is that the
rible conclusion. There may have military neetls cohesion. Once soldiers finish boot camp, they could
been no actual harm in the plans
- it could have all been just
end up in a war, where being a
feigned danger, a drive around
cohesive unit means the difference between coming home in a
, campus subject to the whims of

OUR STANCE

Virtual gym·class
should·stay
a.joke
.

T

wenty years agu, online
learningwas a pipe dream.
·
Ten years agu, it was on its
way. Five years agu, the idea of
learning physical fitness online
was a joke. In 1999, it became a
reality. Now, it's dead serious,
and many fitness educators are
wondering why.
· Online learning has been a .
boon for schools since the advent
of the Internet. Science, math,
English, history and more are
being taught online to more students every day. Since 'the learning process involved in those
fields is almost entirely mental,
learping them online is a feasible
concept.
Florida Virtual School, an
online higti school based in
Orlando, is pioneering oriline
education,·including physical fitness. They're offering a full curriculum for students, and offer
one-on-one instruction from certified teachers. They're also the e
biggest online school in the count_ry; ·with an enrollment of about
1,600 students. ·
Now, they're popularizing personal fitness and physical education courses online, and physical
educators across the country are
now asking if the virtual school
has gone too far.
'
Though the mechanics of the
human body have been taught in
classrooms to help students better understand how their bodies
work, the majority of physical
education is learned through

exercise.
From the start of elementary
school, mru;iy students dread P.E.
Fat kids don't want to run, lazy
kids don't want to get up, and
g-eeky kids would rather do
math. P.E. teachers were formerly visualized as drill sergeants,
bOssing around huffing and
wheezing students like boot ·
camp recruits until they dropped
from exhaustion.
With the dramatic increase in
obesity among adults and children over the last two generations, a lot of finger pointing is
being aimed at public schools.
Charges have been made that
the public school 8ystem has
failed to push Americans hard
enough toward keeping exercise
regimens and eating healthily.
Even before the first online
personal fitness course
appeared, school standards for
fitness had been dropping.
Fitness requirements for graduation in the past two decades have
been relaxed or completely eliminated. At the college level, where
physical education classes were
once mandatory; classes are now
·
either elective or n() longer
offered at all. The virtual school's
systemmay be making this situation even worse.
The virtual school says its
personal fitness and P.E. classes
teach students how their bodies
work, how to eat right and how
exercise helps improve health.
Though the, school does require

students to submit fitness logs
showing that they've exercised
on their own, the only person
who has to review the log is a
par~nt or guardian - people
from the generation that experienced the biggest increase in
obesity this century; The school
also has fitness tests for students, but with relatively relaxed
passing standards; all you have
to d9 is get better in every su<>cessive test.
Essentially the school is asking students to get fit based on
the honor system. But there's a
reason the honor system is used
as a punch line in this country. A
lot of the time it's a joke. Put student fitness on the honor system
and you might as well convert '
school lunches to all-you-can-eat
buffets.
·
Students have proven time
and time again that they need
someone to tell them what to do.
Without a fitness teacher barking orders, most students are
content to not exercise, as are
most working adults. ·
Teaching children the importance of fitness goes beyond cognitive processes. They need to
learn that fitness is a way of life.
Just like learning to brush your
teeth every day, you need to be .
prodded to do it before you start
doing it on your own. If children
are shown how to make fitness a
part of every day, they'll learn a
lot more than any computer can
teach them.
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pressed uniform or in box. At
UCF, there is no such risk No student has to worry that they'll be
shot at or step on a land mine on
their way to class. We're here to
learn, and we're here to have fun.
Sure, it's good for a fi.aternity
to have strong bonds between its ·
members. But you can build that
sense of unity through other, less
dangerous means than putting
recruits in the back of a pickup
and driying them around wildly.
Have them eat a half-gallon of
tomato-flavored ice cream. Have
them do 100 jumping jacks
dressed in pink nightgowns.
Make them learn the fraternity
pledge forward and backward.
Ask yourselves when you're .
coming up with the idea, though:
Is the worst possible outcome
worth the risk?
While one man recovers iii the
hospital, others recover in silence
and two trucks are on their way
to the body shop, the political and
legal repercussions arejust starting to take shape. The university
is investigating the matter, and
some students could face probation or worse. Some of the men
involved will likely face legal
problems, too.
· This episode started off dangerous and ended worse. It didn't
have to happen. Hopefully other
campus groups will take notice,
and learn the lesson this fraterni- 1
ty is learning the hard way.
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''Brotherly love''
HENRY SCHREIBER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

READER VIEWS
Future igfiored history in God stance
Sadly, the liberal bias in the Future shows its
ugiy head again. In your editorial supporting the
removal of the phrase "under God" from our
sacred Pledge of Allegiance ["God in pledge may
spell its doom," Oct. 16], you completely ignored
the historical framework and foundations of this
great nation.
The entire social structure and laws of this
country are built on a Christian foundation whether you like it or not. We preach tolerance for
other religious values and beliefs as part of the
great beauty of America. The Future and other
twisted individuals construe religious freedom to
mean absence of religion from the public eye. It is
foolish and ignorant for one to ignore the religious
roots of our nation.
Yes,
should tolerate other people's religious
beliefs and respect the rights of others to not say
the Ple9ge of Allegiance if they choose not to.
However, removipg the phrase from the pledge is
no different than omitting sfuvery stories or the
Holocaust from history textbooks.
The U.S. Constitution does not dictate that
there can be no religion in the public realm. It di<>tates that the state shall not establish an official
church, and the U.S. Supreme Court 'h as extended that doctrine to proln.bit endorsing a specific
religion.
'Th think that the phrase "under God" in our
pledge represents endorsement of religion rather
than an acknowledgement of history is simply
foolish. You cannot ignore the historical context of
American development, politically or religiously.
· Perhaps the Future staff should research the
issue and learn more before they take such.a fla- ·
grantly ignorant stance on an issue.

we

-ALEX HAMRICK

God doesn't b_elong ~ pledge

Whether Amencans like it or not, the hatsh
reality is that God is mere ficf:!9n, not fact. ·
Everything in this world acts according to natural laws. Things do not just appear and disappear at random, nor do they spontaneously
change their natures. Rocks do I,1.0t transform into
bread, and water does not transform into wine.
Instead, science provides us with rational explanations of an ever-wider range of phenomena. By
contrast, the American Christian "traditions" tell
us that God rules the world by inexplicable miracles and can somehow upset natural laws.
.Based on our observations of reality, we can
readily see that the God concept is patently false
·
'
and absurd.
Instead of pledging allegiance to a n~n-existent
God, we should celebrate human reason and its
capacity for knowing reality. Ayn Rand's philosophy of Objectivism does exactly that, 'and the ·
Objec;itivist Club at UCF celebrates her views.
- LUTHER SETZER
FOUNDER,OBJECTIVIST CLUB AT UCF

Queen article seived no one
It doesn't happen very often, but sometimes I
read student newspaper articles and wonder, now
why in the world would anyone publish a story
like that? The "Student Newspaper Serving UCF
Since 1968" didn't seem to be serving anyone very
well by publishing the article about Katie Noland
["Fbr a queen candidate, crime is now history,"
Oct. 16].
'
It appears that Alex Babcock investigated and
determined that Miss Noland was a well-qualified ·
candidate for the office she sougi;lt; is held in high
esteem by those who know hel'. best; and has
done volunteer work for at least three important
charitable organizations while earning a pla.Ge on
the Dean's list. There may have been
Homecoming Queens with less impressive qualifications in the past.
If Mr. Babcock thinks his inclusion of those
accomplishments produced a "balanced" article,
then he needs to consider the effect that the article had on,Miss Noland and her aspirations. It
doesn't seem to me to fall within the (very wide)
bounds of responsible journalism.
-LE~BURRY

Hatillg gays isn't Jesus' way

I am writing in response to your article "'The
Laramie Projecl' haunted by protests," Oct. 13.
Being an active Christian at my church and on

campus with Baptist Collegiate Ministries, I would

like to say that the Westboro Baptist Church o:r:

anyone who acts like its members do toward
hqmosexuals are not acting like Christ. I will use
Christ's.actions and words to prove this.
In Matthew9:10-13, Jesus is eatingwith the
tax collector and sinners such as prostitutes. Tax
collectors were one of the most hated people in
that time and so were the prostitutes. But did
Jesus tell them they were going to hell for what
they did? No. He simply loved them and hung out
with them. One of Jesus' 12 disciples was a tax
collector.
Jesus also says to love your enemy in Mathew
5:44. Westboro Baptist has made homosexuals
their enemy, but fails to love them. Unfortunately
people claiming to be Christians like Westboro
Baptist Church show no love and push people
away from Jesus instead of bringing them to
repentance. 1
While I do tlpnk the homosexual lifestyle is
wrong, I don't think a message of hate will s9lve
it. Only the love of Jesus can.
I

-RYANBEU

Patriot Act puts Ashcroft on defense
Twenty-five million Americans are now protected from the Patriot Act, because 192 commanlties in 34 states have passed resolutions rejecting the act and its attack on civil liberties.
.
Rushed through Congress just six weeks after
Sept. 11, the Patriot Act was passed with virtually
no debate regarding why these reductions in our
civil liberties were necessary, nor was i:µiy information provided as to how our freedoms were
responsible for the attacks.
Now those same individuals voting in favor of .
its passage are voting to prohibit funding for one
of its provisions.
This summer, the House voted ove~elmingty
to prohibit funding for the Patriot Act's "sneak
and peek" searches; this provision allows for the
government to, in secret, search and seire without presenting a warrant and may indefinitely
delay notification.
The bitter irony of the act is its potential to
make the nation more vulnerable to terrorism.
Using unproven methods like racial profiling,.
which would never catch a Timothy McVeigh, the
guvernme~t wastes resources that could fight terrorism'.
Secrecy about the act is also troubling.
Attorney General John Ashcroft continues to
draw suspicion by rejecting requests for answers
on how the act will be used, even requests from
members of Congress.
Ashcroft also negiects to mention the FBI's
knowledge of information prior to the terrorist
attacks. FBI Special Agent Colleen Rowley blew
the whistle on pre-Sept. 11 intelligence failures
that neglected to prevent Sept. 11. It was a mistake within our intelligence, not civil liberties, that
allowed Sept. 11 to happell.
There are stil!_ 1,200 people in jail whose
names have not been released, who are merely
suspected of terrorism. They don't have access to
attorneys, and there are reports that they're .
· beingphysically abused. This is incredibly frightening.

The great~st damage we can do to this country is to destroy the very civil hberties that define
us.
_:_ RACHELOlANDER

PRESIDENT,ALCU@UCF

If you don't care, don't complain
Those like Daniel Craft, with his "Let flag controversy die," [Reader views, Oct. 16] only
increase my frustration with our student body.
The historic ''who cares?" philosophy of apathy
on our campus is absolutely unconscionable.
This philosophy is exactly the reason why
higher-ups don't take the valid opinions and concerns of colleg-e students seriously. We all have the
right to dissent; and speaking up about important
issues is how we force change to happen and gain
support for our various causes.
Our country; not to mention the world is in
shambles, and practicing apathy just con'tributes
to ongoing problems. It's your choice to ignore
· this free speech and be oblivious to what's guing
on, but don't have the audacity to complain that it
exists.

- STEPHANIE MAKAR
ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS MAJOR

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone n~mber. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.co,m,
submit them onhne atwww.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556.Questi~ns? Call 407-447-4555.
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Applebee's®
Take
Two
Play chef tonight and create .
a culinary masterpiece
lJy combining two ofyour
Applebee'sfavorites for
one low price.

How will
you score? :.
. Take a FREE practice test and find out!

$11..99
Limited time offer: 9/22 - I I /9

Take a 3-hour practice test and find out how ready you are for the real thing.
Receive individual feedback on your test-taking strengths and weaknesses
and .learn strategies that will help you ace the real test .

.

·oate: Saturday,

~ovemper

1, 2003

Time: 1O:OOam

Take Two is here to stay with its
very own section on the menu/

Location: UCF, Student Union, Key West Bailroom, Rm 218

KAPLAN.
1-800-KAP·TEST
kaptest.com
I

I 2 I 0 3 Collegiate Way • Orlando

-.Ad-other "Great College Park Community
s ·HORT TERM ·L EASES
NOW AVAILABLE!

CHECK OUT OU·R AWESOME AMENITIES
• Fully Furnished 2, 3 &4·.
Bedroom Apartments
• Individual Leases
• Private ·Baths*
• Resort Style Pool!!
• Covered Basketball
Pavilion & Full Siie Court
• Covered Parking
• Movie Theatre &
Conference Room
• Sparkling Spa
11841 Jefferson Commons Cir.
· • Utilities Included in Rent
Orlando, FL. 32826
•
Free
Ethernet
i~ Every
4·01.382.4114
Bedroom

www.collegeparkWeb.com

• Tennis Courts
• Computer Labs
• Free Tanning Bed
• Sand VolleybaU Court
• BBQ I Picnic Pavilion
• 3 HBO's, ESPN ... and
Disney
'

*Restrictions Apply

~

moves you •1n
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
HOMECOMING WEEK 2003~
Check out the homecoming events to the right.

. ,

I

Tuesday Oct0ber 21 and WeQnesday October 22
10 am - 5 pm VUCF Blood Drive,
Student Union South Patio
"
j

Tuesday October 21 .
VUCF Festival of Life. Information about organ and
Tissue donation along with Free food, T-shirts and
more! Student Union South Patio
Friday October 24
9 pm - 1 am CAB Special Events Committee
presents The Haunted Arboretum, UCF Arboretum
· Saturday October 25
· 11 am - 1 pm VUCF Halloween Costume Party.
Carp.col from Millican Hall at 10: 15 am
Sunday October 26
VUCF Bingo at SuntDelt Healthcare Center
Carpool from Millican Hall at 12:30.
Monday October 27 and Wednesday October 29
10 am - 5 pm VUCF Blood Drive, Student Union
South Patio
·
·
Wednesday Octobet 29
7 pm EKCEL Workshop. "Getting Your Groove On."
Recruitment, Motivating, and Retention Workshop.
Pegasus Ballroom ABC
For more information on any of these events contact the
Office of Student Involvement, Student Union room 208,
407.823.6471, or http://osa.sdes.ucf.edu.
Funded by theActivity and Serv.ice Fee _as allocated by SGA.

HOMECOMING 2003
I

www.hc.sdes.ucf.edu
MONDAY OCTOBER 20
10 am King .and ·Queen Voting ·
Starts on Polaris '
10 am Black and Gold Signs
Display throughout campus
8 pm Movie Knight "Pirates of the
Caribbean," Reflecting Pond

TUESDAY OCTOBER 21
5 - 11 pm Carnival, UCF Arena Parking Lot
'

1

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 22
?:30'p m Skit Knight,Come watch your
fellow students find school spirit. Doors
open at 7' pm. UCF Arena
'

'

THURSDAY OCTOBER 23
8 pm Comedy Knight with Darrell .
Hammond, Pablo Francisco and Gary
Owen. Doors open at 7 pm. UCF Arena.
Tickets on sale for..non-students for $20
at UCF Arena Box Office

Celebrating Orga11: and Tissue Donation

FRIDAY OCTOBER 24
3:30 pm Spirit Splash pep rally with
. Damian and Julian Marley in concert
after, ·Reflecting Pond

SATURDAY· OCTOBER 25

Come check it out, sign a donor card,
and enjoy:

u-~

--

Henna Tattoos
T-shirts
1n.ee 1001J

a1td MOR.SI

11 am Parade, Downtown
1 pm Fan Faire, linker Field
1:30 pm Homecomin~ Awards Ceremony
4:30 pm Football Game, Citrus Bowl
Halftime - crowning of Homecoming
·King and Queen 2004

I

ti
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ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Gripes with
the stripes

Schneider's return can't
heal crumbling Knights
•
'

•

• Interceptions the
Knights had against
Akron, matching
their season total.

1

Knights' Division I-A
rank in turnover
ratio, out of 117
teams.

~

•

2

Kills sophomore
Emily Watts had in
volleyball's sweep of
Gardner-Webb.

•
·•
•

"

•
•
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Kills the entire
Gardner-Webb
volleyball team ha~
against the Knights.

Briefs
Cross country
Danny Cook led the
Knights to victory
once again as he
finished first at the
Hatter lnvit,ational
in Deland on Friday.
The senior finished
third overall with a
time of 26:30. The
women's team
finished second
overall behind
University of Miami.

tempo and enthusiasm for our
team. He definitely made the right
throws tonight."
"When
we
figured
out
The Knights' offense showed signs of
life Saturday at Akron, but not enough Schneider was going to play, we
to hold off the Zips, who defeated UCF knew it was going to be a llall
game," Akron Coach Lee Owens
38-24.
The Knights struck first for the first said. "They are a whole different
time this season, scoring on a 19-yard football team when he plays."
Akron quarterback Charlie Frye
field goal by Matt ~rater in the opening
minutes after wide receiver Luther stole the show as he threw for 307
Huggins returned the opening kickoff 61 yards and one touchdown against a
porous Knights defense. Frye also ran
yards to give UCF strong field position.
UCF's defense looked solid as well, for 77 yards and another score. Frye
. as the Knights blocked a 22-yard field spread the ball around to nine different
goal attempt by Akron kicker Jason , receivers, including Matt Cherey and
Swiger. On the Knights' next possession, Nick Sparks who had 85 and 84 yards
quarterback Ryan Schneider threw his receiving respectively.
"In the first half, [offensive coordinafirst int!Olrception of the day, giving the
tor Paul Wmters] gave me a lot of
Zips the ball at UCF's 28-yard line.
· From there, the Zips (5-3, 3-2 MAC) options," Frye said. "It was like second
took over the game offensively from nature to me to call the plays on the line.
UCF (2-5, 1-3'MAC). Akron's Dan Basch When we get the offense in that situagave the Zips a 7-3 lead with a one-yard tion, it is go.ing to be tough for anybody
touchdown run. Two more touchdowns to stop us if we are able to run the ball
and throw the ball well."
put the Zips up 21-3 at the half.
"Charlie Frye really makes the
Schneider made his return to the
starting lineup after being sidelined the plays," Kruczek said. "He is a competipast two weeks with a separated shoul- tive talent." ·
Zips runningback Bobby Hendry
der.
Though Schneider looked a bit rusty, wore down the UCF defensive line, carhe breathed life back into a UCF offe:µse rying the ball 20 times for 87 yards and
that was trying to rebound from last two touchdowns.
Knights running back Alex Haynes
week's shutout at Ohio. Schneider finished the game completing 25 of 34 pass- continued to have problems on the
es for 259 yards. He also threw two ground as he carried the ball 10 times
for only 22 yards and left the game early
touchdowns and two interceptions,
"He did a great job coming back," due to a groin injury. Redshirt freshman
Coach Mike Kruczek said of Schneider's
PLEASE SEE ,KNIGHTS ON B2
return. "He makes the difference in

MAC refs officially stink

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Akron QB
Charlie Frye
woreoutthe
Knight's defense, passing
for 307 yards and rushing for
77. Frye also had two touchdowns.

"A quarterback
that has mobility
makes extra chances for
himself.and his team."
- CRAIG HARVEY

JUNIOR LINEBACKER [ON FRYE]

Women's golf
Sophomore Megan
Bursey was named
the Publix StudentAthlete of the Week.
Bursey turned in the
best individual
performance of the
season for the
. Knights with a
tournament score of
221 at the Beaeon
Woods Invitational,
including a first
round 69.

Upcoming
Men's golf heads to
Tampa today to
compete in the Gary
Koch/Cleveland Golf
Tournament ... The
women's golf team
hits the road today
to compete in the
Stetson Fall Classic
in Deland .. :
Volleyball heads to
Boca Raton on
Tuesday to take on
A-Sun foe FAU .. .
Men's soccer hosts
Belmont Thursday
as they look to continue their A-Sun
. win streak.

Quotabfes
"You saw a guy who
took advantage of
an opportunity.
We've been
bragging on him,
how good he's
going to b~, and you
saw some of that."
-COACH MIKE
t<RUCZEKON
FRESHMAN TAILBACK
DONTAVIUS WILCOX'S

PERFORMANCE
A(IAINST AKRON

"People saywe
fought hard, but we
still lost. It's still
hard. It's hard to
take anything good
from a loss."
---NOSE tACKlE

lARRV BROWN ON
SATU~OAY'S

toss

•

ASHLEY BURNS I mrrRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's defense had a hard time stopping Akron in the first half, as the Zips stormed to a 21 -3 lead.So far this season, the Knights have been outscored 131-60 in the first half of play.

Soccer teams continue streaks
Men win in OT,
women score
third shutout
, ' ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

The Knights (9-2-2, 5-0 A-Sun)
men's soccer team won their fifth
straight game Saturday, as they
received a little help from their
opponents in overtime against
Gardner-Webb (N~O. 2-4 A-Sun).
Less than two minutes into overtime play, a Bulldog defender made
a poor clearing attempt, which
ended up in his own net, giving the
Knights a 2-1 victory. The Knights
outshot the Bulldogs 20-9, and
owned GWU in corner kicks, 9-0.
The Knights' lone goal came less
than a minute into the game, when
·Eric Vasquez scored on a pass from
freshman Chris Crissy. The gual
was Vasquez's third of the season.
Sophomore goalkeeper ·Ryan
Mcintosh outllueled Bulldog keeper
:rYler Kettering for the win.

Kettering made 11 saves against
the Knights, however he allowed
two guals, including the costly shot
by his own teammate. Mcintosh
made two saves in the victory.
With the loss, the Bulldogs are
flirting with the Atlantic Sun cellar,
remaining one gatne ahead of
Campbell and two games in front of
last place Lipscomb.
Prior to Saturday's victory,.
Mcintosh earned his sixth shutout
of the season Thursday as the

Knights blanked Campbell (2-11-1,
1-5 A-Sun) 1-0 in Buies Creek, NC.
The shutout didn't come easy for
Mcintosh as he had to battle into
two overtimes to secure j;he win.
Crissy put an end to the affair when
he put a shot past Camels' keeper
William Holland late in the second
overtime.
The goal was , Crissy's teamleading fourth of the season.
With five games remaining in
regular season play, Mcintosh has
Junior
midfielder
Eric Vasquez
scored his
third goal of
the season
against GWU.
Vasquez
leads the
Knights with
11 points.

alteady doubled his shutout total
from last season. In the victory over
Campbell, Mcintosh saved two
shots, while the F"nights outshot the
Camels 22-8.
The men's team will take on conference foe Belmont Thursday at 7
p.m at the UCF Soccer Complex.
Not to be outdone by Mcintosh,
women's goalkeeper Julie Snaman
also recorded her sixth shutout of
the season this past Friday.
· The women's soccer team had
no trouble defeating Jacksonville
University as they won their seventh consecutive game, as well as
their third straight shutout. The
Knights outshot the Dolphins 24-7.
Sophomores Courtney Baines
and Jen Montgumery both scored
guals in the second half, helping the
Knights increase their record to 124-0 overall and 7-1-0 in A-Sun play.
UCF remains tied with Florida
Atlantic atop the standings.
With the loss, JU drops to 6-8-0
overall and 4-2 in the conference.
The Knights look to continue their
winning ways and topple yet another conference rival as they hit the
road to take on Troy State Friday at
4p.m.

I finally ~ound something wrong
with a UCF foss that won't make any
of the players or coaches hate me:
the referees.
How could I ignore the biggest
scapegoat in the history of organized sports for such a long time? I
really can't believe that I haven't
even made. a peep all season about
the toll booth attendants of college
football.
__
My hierarchy of evil reads: Satan,
Hitler, Bill Gates, Saddam Hussein,
USF stUdents, referees. Honorable
mentien, of course, belongs to
Carrot Top and anyone related to
Marshall University.
I think the official game stats for
Saturday's potato sack race with
Akron had the Z,i ps registering two
false start penalties for 10 yards. I'm
also pretty sure ,that the line judge
was giving Akron players backrubs
during media timeouts.
The Knights, however, committed
643 penalties, including 17 felony
manslaughter charges and one animal cruelty violation. UCF racked up
something like 8 trillion penalty
yards while the Zips behaved all
game and taught the elderly how to
crochet during halftime.
The geniuses that green-lighted
"Cop Rock" made better calls than
the buffoon MAC officials working
Saturday's game.
I understand that UCF isn't
exactly the Mother Theresa of the
Mid-American Conference, but this
bad officiating is nonsense. People
from UCF might make fun of the
Marshall student body for all having
the same last name, but we've never
said a single word about the officials.
If there are NCAA referee conferences every year, do the ACC referees tip the MAC refs well when they
park their cars? I'll bet the typical
reaction from a person when he is
hired as a MAC ref is: "Damn, if only
I'd received my GED a few years earlier, then that fluffer job· would be
· mine for sure."
There was a moment in the game
when an official was knocked down
on the ·sidelines by a stampede of
players. No matter how bad I wanted
to laugh, I didn't. And I don't think
anyone else laughed, either. This guy
was easily 70 years old and the comedy potential was through the roof. If
I had known the rest of the officiating would be so horribly lopsided, I
would have given him a Nelso.n
Muntz laugh or tried to teabag him.
College athletes, above all else,
deserve proper officiating. Some of
these kids try way too hard to have
some guy that's one step above a
circus monkey tell them that they
did something wrong when they
really didn't.
I'm also tired of the officials tliat
try to use the "It's so hard to be
everywhere on the field at once''
excuse when a play is called wrong.
A bad call took away what should
have been a UCF win over Penn
State l~st season. A bad call ruined
UCF's chances of a MAC East titre
last season. A bad call took' the
national championship out of the
Hurrtcanes' hands last season.
These people are paid to have
their eyes wide open. I guess they
can't really see well when most of
them have their heads shoved somewhere dark.
As usual, I'm going to close on a
side note. First, my hat is off to the
volleyball team as always. Not only
did they pull a monster crowd to
. their game against FSU, they put up
a pretty damn good fight. It's too bad
they had to play against Chewbacca
and the other Seminole wookies.
Finally, I'm going to make a challenge to the football team. If the
Knights win their remaining MAC
games, I will let any of the players or ,
coaches give me a mohawk outside
the Student Union in front of every
student who passes by.
Our season might be done, but
that' doesn't mean we can't ruin
some others!
Ashley Burns can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com

Knights commit three turnovers
FROM

A13

Dontavius Wtlcox took over the
ground game for' the Knights,
rushing for 43 yards on six carries. Wtlcox also scored the second touchdown of his career on a
six-yard run in the third quarter.
The toughest play of the game
for the Knights. came in the fourth
quarterwhen UCFwas lined up at
their own nine-yard line.
Schneider went deep for the first
time in the game, tossing the ball
to wide receiver Tavaris Capers
as he was being knocked to the
ground. Capers.had his defenders
beat and seemed certain to catch
a pass that would lead to the
longest touchdown pass in UCF
history. With nothing but open
field ahead of him, Capers let the
ball fall through his hands.
"The whole complexion of the
game changed," Kruczek said of
the incomplete pass.
Capers finished the game with
eight receptions for , 84 yards.
Schneider managed to connect
with seven other receivers in the
game.
UCF and Akron both traded
defensive stalemates in the third
and fourth quarter, forcing each
other to punt three consecutive
times. However the Zips broke the
offensive silence halfway into the
fourth quarter when Hendry
scored his second touchdown of
the game on a two-yard run.
''When we play a whole game
on defense and run the football,
we've done pretty well this year,"
Owens said. 'We did those two
things tonight. I thought our
defense was playing real well
early in the game. Their only two
scores were on special team miscues."
The Knights once again failed
to capitalize on defense, as they
were unable to force any

°Chip For Children"_
~olf

turnovers against Akron. UCF is
the only team in division 1-A football that has failed to record an
interception this season. The
Knights also had a tough time
containing the slippery Frye.
''.A quarterback that has mobility makes extra chances for himself and his team," UCF linebacker Craig Harvey said. "Five of
six times we had him sacked, but
he still created problems."
Frye showed his patience and
leadership in the third quarter as
the Zips were faced with a third
down and long. Frye escaped a
number of UCF defenders as he
scrambled for 25 yards and then
scored moments later on a fouryard run, giving Akron a 28-10
lead.
"It's a good thing we were on
all cylinders early on offensively,"
Owens said, "because we were
able to build up enough of a lead
to hang on there in the end. I don't
think I've seen our guys play any
better on offense than they did in
the first half. UCF is a really talented defensive football team and
they had us fired up and playing
hard tonight. UCF regrouped and
were getting after us pretty good."
Despite the loss, UCF .scored
more than 20 points for the first
time since their defeat of Florida
Atlantic. UCF turned the ball over
three times, though, leaving the
Knights still with the worst
turnover ratio (-2.67) in the
nation.
'We were more competitive
today than last week," Kruczek
said. "The guys brought their
energy tonight, and having
Schneider on the field helped us
greatly. Obviously those turnovers
hurt - especially when we don't
score any points."
The Knights welcome Central
Michigan to the Citrus Bowl this
Saturday for UCF's Homecoming.
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After missing two games with an injury, Ryan Schneider threw for 259 yards Saturday.

• Furnished Kitchens including stove
top, full size microwave,
refrigerator, and coffee maker
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• Premium coble TV with HBO or
Showtime ·
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• High Speed Internet Access
(some locations)

CRESTWOOD
SUITES
H

310

• On-site s.ecurily or management

L

• Kids under 18 stay free
• Free local phone rolls &voice mail
• Access to' litne;s center
(some locations)

Affordable Spacious
Suites With the
Comforts. of Home •••

' • On-site laundry facility
• Interior corridor -Key cord access
• Reclining love seats
111•

• Daily rotes nvoiloble

ASHLEY BURNS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

1-877-EXTENDED
(1-877-398-3633)
www.crestwoodsuites.com

• Weekly housekeeping
• Pets Welcome

Coacli Mike Kruaek (center) watched as the Knights defense sacrificed 504 yards.
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N.lllinois37,Westem Michigan 10
Northern Illinois provided no
drwna on Saturday.
Michael Turner had a career
performance as Northern Illinois,
which had not won a game by
more than a touchdown entering
the matchup despite being ranked
16th in the AP poll, racked up a3710 rout of Western Michigan.
Turner, who was ranked 5th in
the country in rushing entering
the game, ran for 173 yards on 35
carries and a touchdown and
added a 38-yard touchdown rerepti.on to lead the Huskies (7-0, 3-0).
Northern Illinois has won 14 of
their last15 games dating back to
last season.
Josh Haldi threw three touchdowns passes, completing 19 of 27
for 276 yards. P.J. Fleck had 10
receptions for 103 yards.
Chad Munson completed 16 of
31 for 216 yards and hooked up
with Greg Jennings on a 7-yard
touchdown strike for Western
Michigan (3-4, 2-2).

Marshall26,Buffalo 16
Marshall needed a late fourth
quarter score to prevent the ultimate upset.
Earl Charles, who tallied 112
yards rushing on 23 carries, had
his second touchdown run with
5:06 to play as Marshall recorded
a 26-16 victory against MAC doormat Buffalo.
Stan Hill threw for 292 yards,
including an 8-yard touchdown

· . ··
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JULIE REEVES
Contributing Writer

· Get at Us to take on coaches
Get at Us defeated Captain
Boot in the finals of the Kirk
Speraw 3 on 3 Challenge to
advance to play the UCF men's
basketball coaches in the spring
semester. Get at Us defeated
Captain Boot 30-22, after squeaking by Basic 27-25 in the semifi-

COURTESY INTRAMURAL SPORTS

Get at Us will battle UCF basketball coaches.

,)______

THE MAC~~
rushed for 88 yards to lead the
Redhawks (6-1, 3-0), who have

% SCOREBOARD
49

Marshall

26

16

Miami (Ohio) .

Toledo

31

Western Michi~an 1

UConn

34

Ohio

Buffalo

Central Michigan
Kent State

13
31

Ball State

N. Illinois (16

Kentucky

3

10

· 37

Centra I Florida

24

Akron

38

BGU

33

Eastern Michigan

20

14

won six straight after a season
opening loss to Tunnessee.
Talmadge Hill completed 11 of
20 attempts for 147 yards for Ball
State (4-4, 2-1).

Bowling Green 33, E. Michigan 20
Josh Harris scored three
touchdowns en route to leading
Bowling Green (6-1, 3-0) to a 33-20
win over Eastern Mi~.
Harris, who completed 17 of 25
passes for 187 yards, had 12 carries for 98 yards while P.J. Pope
rushed for 122 yards and a touchdown on 22 carries.
Anthony Sherell, who entered
the game as the MAC's second
leading rusher, had a game-high
187 yards on 33 carries, including
a 3-yard touchdown run in the first
half for Eastern Michigan (1-7, 0-

35

pass in the first quarter and ran (2-5, 04), which was outgained
for another on a bootleg on fourth 643-313 in total yards.
and goal to lead the Thundering
Herd (4-3, 2-1). Darius Watts Connecticut34,KentState31 (OT)
eclipsed Marshall's previous .
Big East's Connecticut needed
record for career receptions, overtime to walk away with a 34catching 9 balls for 98 yards and a 31 victory against Kent State. The
touchdown.
Huskies settled for a 39-yard field
P.J. Piskorik completed 15 of 23 goal in the first possession of overpasses for 140 yards and a touch- time.
·
down pass for Buffalo, which has
Joshua Cribbs, who finished 11
the nation's longest losing streak of 26 passes for 204 yards and a
at 18 games.
touchdown, ran for 38 yards and 4).
two touchdowns for the Golden
Kentucky35,0hio 14
Toledo31,Central Michigan 13
Flashes (3-5, 2-2).
Kentucky snapped a three
Trinity Dawson rushed 26
Chris Bellamy ran for 212
times for 165 yards as 'Ibledo (5-.2, yards and ·nan Orlovsky passed . game skid as quarterback Shane
3-0) scored 21 unanswered points for 293 yards and three touch- Boyd threw a touchdown pass,
caught one and ran for two other
to start the game and never looked downs to lead the Huskies (5-3).
scores, handing a 35-14 defeat to
back
Ohio.
Toledo's Astin Martin also Miamiof0hio49,Ba11State3
Austin Everson completed 10
eclipsed the century mark, gaining
If not for Northern Illinois,
of
18
for 147 yards and a touch101 yards on 16 carries and three Miami of Ohio, which allowed 182
touchdowns. Bruce Gradkowski total yards in a 49-3 rout of Ball down to Brad Young to lead Ohio
was 21 of 34 for 219 yards while State, would be the talk of the (2-5, 1-2), whichledformuchofthe
first half and was within a touchLance Moore had 105 yards on 13 MAC.
receptions.
Ben Roethlisberger completed down early in the fourth quarter.
'Ibry Humphrey had 107 yards 23 of 31 passes for 215 yards and
- FRITZ LORISTON
receiving to lead Central Michigan two touchdowns while Mike Smith

nals. They also had a scare in the
quarterfinals, only defeating the
White Boyz 25-23. But in the end,
the team of Jon Wtlson, Jarriel
Wiggins, Mike Thompson, and
Karl Richards got thing'S done.

Several undefeated teams
Severalflagfootball teams are
undefeated as week 6 of the
league gets underway. In the
Fraternity Gold League, Sigma
Phi Epsilon remains the only
undefeated team, barely beating
Lambda Chi 6-0 with a game winning touchdown by Kiel
Rodriguez at the end of the game.
There are also 4 other fraternity teams that are undefeated.
ATO II and Pike II will not play
during the regular season, but
Pike and Pi Kapp will play this
Wednesday at 4:00 p.rn. for the
championship of the Fraternity
Black League.
The women's tournament
should be a heated battle with
Chix Squad, Alpha Xi Delta and
Alpha Delta Pi all still undefeated.
None of these teams will play
each other until the tournament.
In the Men's Comp League, East
Bradenton's Finest, Light 'Em
Up, BCM, and The Show
Stoppers are all undefeated.

'J,1

jj1

Ill

Light 'Em Up and BCM play on
Saturday, but the other teams do
not play each other during the
regular season. Dank Nuggz,
Marcello Mechanical, Balls Deep,
The Franchise, Curved Balls, LC
Hustlers, and The Bulldogs are
all undefeated in the Rec league.
Keep up with all the football
games and stats out at the fields
or on www.imsports.ucf.edu.

•

New punt, pass, kick champions
Austin Reynolds was the overall punt, pass, and kick champion
punting 50 yards, passing 52
yards, and kicking 49 yards.
Brandon Cron had the furthest
punt of 55 yards, Brandon Noel
threw a 54 yard pass, and .CJ
'Ibwnsend kicked 55 yards to
earn the individual championships.
IM Sports Corner
presented by
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407-28 2-4000 •Ac ross from UCF
Open 11 am-4am
( 1 lam-2am Sun-Wed)
FREE DEllVERY!

Waterford Lakes
Town Center
865 N. Alafaya Trail

407-207-2002
www.planetbeach.com
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Volleyball jumpstarts
Madness with victory
MATT DUNAWAY
StaffWriter

After having its elevenmatch wi:n.nillg streak snapped
Tuesday night against Florida
State, the UCF Volleyball team
(14-4, 5-0) swept through
Campbell (2-19, 1-4) and
Gardner-Webb (6-16, 1-3) this
past weekend.
"We needed to push on and
learn after Tuesday's loss to
FSU," libero Lindsey Whalen
said. "Basically we needed to
learn that we lose as a team
before we can go out and win
big championships."
Friday night UCF blanked
Campbell (30-18, 30-13, 20-24)
getting the fans ready for MidKnight Madness at UCF Arena.
The Knights' frontcourt held
the Camels to a --0.045 hitting
percentage, and rejected nine
shots at the net.
"Campbell had out blocked
their opponents on the season,"
head coach Meg Colado said.
"That was one skill they had
done a nice job at, and our kids
just came out and executed
blocking within our system.
Leading the UCF attack was
middle
blocker
Amanda
Stoutjesdyk with 12 kills while
outside hitter . Tonya Jarvis
chipped in 11 kills and 7 digs on
0.350 hitting percentage.
"The key to 'Tunya is the
amount of errors that she has,"
Colado said. "She's really done
a nice job of keeping them low,
and taking good aggressive
swings at crucial times."
UCF kept the momentum
going Saturday afternoon shut.ting down Gardner-Webb (30-23,
30-24, 30-17).
For the second straight
match it was the UCF frontcourt that was dominating holding the Bulldogs to a 0.050 hitting percentage.
"I was really impressed with
our performance this weekend,"
outside hitter Kate Street said.
'We just came focused and
ready to play."
Outside hitter Emily Watts
powered home a game-high 22
kills along with 8 digs. Jarvis
arid middle blocker Jana
Mitchel had 9 kills apiece with
setter Jenny Frank totaling 45
of the team's 53 assists.
"We're going into the
tougher part of the conference
schedule," Whalen said. "We
have to focus on our side of the
net."
UCF takes on Florida
Atlantic (11-9, 5-0) on Tuesday
night from FAU Arena. First
serve is scheduled for 7 p.m.
The match will be carried live
on WNSC . Ch 21, and on the
internet at http://wnsc.ucf.edu
"I am excited about playing
FloridaAtlantic," Street said. "I
am ready to see what our sun-
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12000 co11eu1a1e wav

11651 UnlVersltv Boulevard

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

11801 High Tech Avenue

401-243-6100
~

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open., for
Breakfast Doily

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• l OS Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Coble with Showtime .

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• Doily Housekeeping Service

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

•Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
• limited Maid Service
• Pet Friendly

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant
{j

•High Speed Internet Access
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BRETI HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After missing some time due to an injury, sophomore Emily Watts has recorded 42 kills in
UCF's past three games. Watts leads the Knights with 237 kills this season.

shine state conference members have to offer."

Scouting Florida Atlantic

Boyle, Andonova, and Minor
ruri 1-2-3 with outside hitter
Lindsey Bell and libero Makra
Condill also over the century
mark.

Head coach Jody Brown and
his Owls will be looking to
avenge a five game loss (17-30, Around the Atlantic Sun
At the halfway point in the
30-26, 18-30, 31-29, 13-15) to the
Golden Knights last season at conference schedule there is a
UCF Arena. Florida Atlantic log jam for the top spot with four
was the only team in the teams (UCF, FAU, Jacksonville,
Atlantic Sun Conference pre- and Georgia State) boasting
season poll to earn first place unblemished records.
Jacksonville (11-10, 5-0) is
votes other than UCF.
FAU is coming off an unde- the hottest team in the A-Sun
feated weekend after sweeping with ten straight victories.
Gardner-Webb (30-22, 30-28, 30The Dolphins beat Troy
21) and Campbell (30-18, 30-11, State (30-27, 30-27, 16-30, 30-22)
30-20).
behind a double-double (17 kills,
Setter Jeana Boyle, who 18 digs) from outside hitter
holds the school record for Radka Dimitrova. Outside hitassists, has tallied 788 assists ters Eva Stoilova and Candice
this season along with eight Rose added 13 kills each.
Georgia State (22-5, 5-0)
double-doubles. Boyle has three
players that have totaled over rebounded after an out-of-conference slip to former A-Sun
200 kills.
Outside hitter Abby Minor, a rival Jacksonville State. The
member of the A-Sun second Panthers took two in Tennessee
team a year ago, paces the Owls blowing by Belmont (30-25, 30smacking down ;246 kills. Last 22, 30-22) and Lipscomb (30-17,
I
season's all-conference fresh- 30-15, 30-27).
For the weekend outside hitman of the year, middle blocker
Iana Andonova, has smacked ter Molly Sapp registered 26
223 kills of her own. Middle kills along with outside hitter
blocker Cayse Kaveny, a trans- Shelbylynn McBride popping 25
fer from the University of New kills.
Mexico, has knocked down 207
Jacksonville and Georgia
kills in her junior campaign.
State will meet in Atlanta on
· FAU has a solid backcourt Saturday night at GSU Sports
with five players over 100 digs. Arena.
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J" sandwich with purchase
of a 1" sand ich & drink.
lmll'ICl'I ~lltl ChlnntH.. ·
'Second sandwich must be of equal or lesser value. No cash value. Cannot be used towards
p~rchase of a combo meal. Not good with any other coupon or discount One coupon per person
per visit Valid at University of Central Florida Steak Escape location only. Expires 11/1 5/03.
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Sean·Paul gets Homecoming revelers going
DUFFYHERY
StaffWriter

"

· Church Street and Orange
Avenue
were
flooded
Saturday nig:rlt with students
• of all sorts as they packed in to
see Sean Paul and Uncle
Kracker. Three stories above
it all, Campus Activities Board
and
the
volunteers
. Homecoming committee celebrated their long day of setting up with a party and a
Sean Paul meet-and-greet.·
The party took place at
Latitudes, a bar located on the
1 roof above Chillers. The party
featured free drinks, free food
and access to celebrities. Freshman Kirsten Burris
1~
was waiting io meet Sean
Paul. "[My friends and I] set
up the Green Room for the

artist," she said.
Burris was joined by fellow
freshmen Lisa Garay and juniors Kisha Meniefee, Candice
Howard, Amber Anderson
·and Meghan Garvey. They
had been working since noon
setting up everything for the
concert. They were pleased to
be relaxing with free food and
drinks.

''When you see· a line of
UCF students waiting to get
in, it's nice to see that our
hard work paid off," Garay
said.
This year's H9mecoming
concert featured Sean Paul,
Uncle Kracker and the local
band Big Ten-Four. These
acts were picked by the
Campus Activities Board.
"Sean Paul was chosen to
appeal to the masses," said

Menlefee. "It was also done to
go along with this year's
Caribbean-themed
Homecoming."
Around 7 p.m., the roof was
getting packed and Sean Paul
was expected to
arrive and pose
for
pictures
with
the
students.
Some
were extremely excited to be
meeting him.
.Freshman B<rian Garcia
and bis girlfriend, freshman
Claudia Cortez, had been
/.:
waiting a long ~e for
tbjs. They even had their
hair in braids just like
PLEASE SEE

DANCE ON 87
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Street cOncert included Big
Ten-Four, Uncle Kracker
DEBBIE RICKS
Contributing Writer

•

Over the summer the Campus
Activities Board took' a survey of
what genres of musiC UCF students like the most. They planned
• to use the information to come up
with a diverse Homecoming concert that everyone could enjoy.
. • What th(fY came up with was
Uncle Kracker, whose music is a
mix of soul and rock and roll, and ·
Sean Paul, America's favorite
~ RudeBoy.
The Homecoming kickoff concert was held on Church Street on
Saturday.·Nestled in the courtyard
at the Church Street Market, the
concert drew a capacity crowd.
The pre-sb,ow £tarted offstage
'1 with a street performance by hiphop dance group Rukus. Then

UCF's own Big Ten-Four warmed
up the shoulder-to-shoqlder
crowd.
Uncle Kracker took the stage
at 9:30 p.m., performing songs
from bis albums "Double Wide"
and "No Stranger to Shame," bis
most recent release. The crowd
was cordial when he opened with
"Whiskey in the Water."
'Ibward the middle of bis performance, however, even Uncle
Kracker was concerned that the
crowed was falling asleep. Yet he
performed like a true artist,
despite the fact that people were
yelling for Sean Paul between
songs. 'J'he crowed perked up a little and even sang along when he
played the favorites "Drift Away,"
a Doby Gray remake; "In a Little
PLEASE SEE

/
I

UCF's Campus Activities Board welcomed Sean Paul
to a Homecoming kickoff concert Saturday
downtown. The event started with performances by
Unde Kracker, below left, and local act Big Ten-Four.
Sean Paul, above and below right (in white jacket).

SEAN ON B7
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oftentimes invisible to the
human eye, Orlando Ghost 'Thurs
uses electromagnetic field
(EMF) detectors and digital thermometers
to detect the presence
no assumptions as to how or if
MATT HEDGECOCK
spectral entities relate to an of activity in an area.
Staff Writer
''What [EMF detectors] do is,
afterlife.
In order to chronicle paranor- they are specifically designed to
There's something strange in mal activity; though, it has to be measure fluctuations in electrothe neighborhood. Restless spir- located first. And as it turns out, magnetic energy,!' San Martin
. its roam tbrough a number of "ghosts" are quite selective said, "Digital thermometers ·
downtown Orlando · landmarks, about when and where they measure any sort of temperature
terrifying any helpless mprtal choose to shQw themselves.
fluctuation."
unfortunate enough to cross
The tools are used because of
Electromagnetic data of an
their paths. Who you gonna call?
the belief that any manife;;;tation
Orlando Ghost 'Thurs, natuof activity will have an impact on
rally.
the physical surroundings, causThe company has been offering a fluctuation in the local EMF
ing tours of haunted areas in
or a sudden drop in temperature,
Orlando for about two years. The
known as "cold spots." People
walking tour explores areas in
who report seeing ghosts often
downtown Orlando where para- ·
testify that prior to seeing a
normal sightings have been
physical form, they are struck
reported, such as the Church
with a sudden rush of cold.
Street Exchange building, the
While Orlando Ghost 'Thurs
old Woolworth Building, and the
does offer a regular tour yearSak Comedy Lab theater.
round, they will be giving special
There is, however, more to the
tours for the Haunted History
tours than simply walking into
Happenings event at the Orange
old buildings and waiting for
County Regional History Center
Sl:inler to appear. They also
next Friday and on Halloween.
- EMILIO SAN MARTIN
OWNER, ORLANDO GHOST TOURS .
The History Center, formerly
serve .to contribute data and
research in the field of paranorthe Orange County Courthouse,
mal investigation. Emilio San
is not on the list of sites visited
Martin, owner of Orlando Ghost area p1ays a crucial role in deter- on the normal tour, but it is home
'Thurs, explained what paranor- mining the likelihood of a possi- to a heavy amount of supernatumal investigation entails.
ble haunting. Paranormal ral activity.
"What we theorize is that researchers first pinpoint the
"Over the course of the last
entities have the ability to use location of "ley lines," or cur- two and a half years, we've found
physical energy to manifest rents of electromagnetic fields the History Center to be very
themselves," San Martin said. that run through the Earth. At active [with paranormal activiHe stressed, however, that par.a- points where ley lines intersect, ty]," San Martin said. Two of the
normal investigation is only in its the chance of observing paranor- rooms in the History Center that
theoretical stages at this ·point mal activity increases.
and he and bis colleagues make
PLEASE SEE. GHOSTS ON B7
Since gho ts, in theory; are

Going.·on a ghost hunt

"What we
theorize is that
·entities have the
ability to use
physical energy
to manifest
themselves."

~

The future of DVD
MIKE ~IEGEL
Lifestyles Editor

A long time ago in a galaxy
far, far away, people had to leave
their homes to watch movies.
Large and cumbersome reels of
film were hooked up to movie
projectors and moving pictures
entertained groups - of. people
housed in a theater.
But the masses were not satisfied. They wanted,to take the
picture show home with them and the VCR made it happen.
People could now enjoy
movies in the privacy of their '
own homes, which was exciting
because they watched movies
often but didn't want to see them
with large groups of people. But
VUS tapes had to· be rewound,
and lost sound and picture quality over time.
COURTESY LUCASFILM LTD.
Once again, the people turned Among Tuesday's newly released DVD offerings is a four-disc IndianaIMAG~S
Jones set, with the
to inventors for a solution. The · fourth disc packing deleted scenes, commentaries, interviews and additional features.
inventors in turn offered laser
discs - but everyone laughed mat, and,even the most question- views and reviews of tbe DVDs
heartily. So the inventors shrunk able "classic" has at least one scheduled for release ·on
these laser discs, packed ·them special-edition version only Tuesday. This week's selections
will be on the shelves of retailers
with special features such as a available on DVD. .
As a result of all this DVD- starting tomorrow.
French-speaking director's commentaries, and the DVD was mania, it's hard to keep up with
everything that comes out. Watch this movie:'28 Days Later'
born.
The people embraced the That's why the Future has startIt's the end of the world with a
DVD, and it is now the premier ed this weekly feature - to British accent. It's al.$0 one of the
way to watch movies at home. make sure our readers know best horror movies to come out
Almost 1 every· movie ever made what's; new in the world of DVD.
PLEASE SEE GRAB ON B7
· h~ been re-released \n DVD forEvery Monday we'll have pre-

!
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Best bets on Central Florida's arts
and entertainment calendar

Domesti' Kegs.•• '45r +

Tuesday Oct. 21
It's Homecoming Week 2003! If
you participate in any of the events ·
UCF has to offer, make it the carnival. The carnival .is free and located
on campus in the UCF Arena's park~
ing lot. A free, fun ·time that is only
walking distance away? Count
me in! There are rides, food and
games, all of which add up to a
ton
of great Homecoming
Senior Staff Writer
memories. The fun starts at 5
p.m. and goes until 11 p.m.
Monday Oct. 20
It's another big night for
What ever happened to 98 Degrees?
Nick Lachey married Jessica Simpson and the House o{ Blues. The
the rest of the band just disappeared. Well, Bouncing Souls take
today form~r 98 Degrees crooner Jeff . Orlando by storm with speguests
Strike
Timmons comes to Wmter Park to perform cial
a free concert at BorderE? Books and Music Anywhere, Tsunami Bomb
and Let It Burn. Bouncing
on Orlando Avenue.
Souls
will be playing songs off their
The concert' starts · at 7 p.m. and
Timmons will be singing songs from his new album 'Mchors Aweigh," which they
solo debut album, "Whisper That Way." say defines their entire journey as a band.
'fhe punk rockers have been recording
Timmons will also be available to sign
since 1993, but this album presents a
autographs after the
maturity and honesty that none of their
performance.
previous releases have. The show starts at
407-6477:30 p.m. and tickets are $12.
3300.
'
407-934-2222.

,

Wednesday Oct. 22
When I was in Philadelphj.a two
years ago, I went to see an amazing
theater performance. "Blast" is an
awesome combination of sound,
movement and color.. The national
tour is malting its stop here in
Orlando for six days at the Bob Carr
Performing Arts Center.
If you like to watch the half-time
show at a football game, then 'Blast" is
the show for you. With baton twirlers,
percussion lines, horns and color
guard, this show redefines musical theater. With performers as young as 18, the
rhythm and beat of the percussion will
keep you moving throughout the entire

Killians Red __._ 5 61 99 +
5 60 99 +
Michelob
Lite.·
..
Yuengling ... 5 6 l 9 ? +
Heineken ... 5 10499 +
New Castle~-- 5 1 l 9 99 +~

\

'

GOOD QUALITY· WINE
CIGAREITES •CHIPS• CANDIES
DOMESTIC BEER SPECIAL
12 PK. COORS LIGHT 12 PK. BUDWEISER
99.
ONLY
ONLY s399

58

show.
"Blast! - National Thur" begins at 8
p.m. and runs through Oct. 26. Tickets are
$2(}$59. 407-849-2577.

BEST WAY BEVERAGE ·MART

Thursday Oct. 23 · .

Corner of University & Dean Rd., Next to Duffy's Subs

I've noticed that some girls don't like
beer. At least until they come to college
and experience the wonderful world of
kegs. Beer is a college staple. So, tonight I
offer you an event that celebrates that sta~
ple. '1'4e Downtown Orlando Partnership
is having a Beer Tasting Social. Latitudes
and the Big Belly Brewery are sponsoring
and hosting the event where you can sample ha_i;:d-to-find foreign beers, microbrews
and regional beers.
There will be more than 100 different
beers available for the tasting. The social
begins at 5:3b p.m. on Church Street.
There is an $8 cover at the door and you
must be 21 to participate. For information
go to www.downtow:riorlandopa:rtnership.com.

407-678-4443

Hours: Mon. - Sun. 11 am ·- 2am

(}

Dana Oelapi can be reached at

Homecoming Carnival kicks off Tuesday at UCF Arena.

Oana@UCFnews.com

~---~
SCOTI EBNER, D.D.S.

4063 N. Goldenrod Rd. Winter Park

Dine In or Drive Thru
1/3 Lb. - 100% Black Angus Burgers
6 Different Charbroiled Chicken
Sandwiches • Baked Potatoes • Salads
,
Hand Dipped M'ilkshakes

(Comer of University & Goldenrod', Opposite K-Mart)

I

UCF Students &Facultv Sl-11 OFF .
· anv ,combo w/valid.UCF ID

Early Morning & Late Evening Appointments Available

STRECH MARKS
. CELLULITE
BLOTCHY SKIN

CLEANING SPECIAL
FOR ALL NEW PATIENTS

VOTED BEST BURGER tB~
IN ORLANDO ·
!A~CI\i
200 I, 2002, 2003
~.vV~B'

$8900

Look for our new late hours
~
We Accept Visa, Master Card, American Express & Discover

Initi~~::u:~c::~-Rays .

SCARS
SPIDE.R VIENS

.

Cleaniilg & Polishing
Cosmetic & Tooth Whitening Evaluation

11556 University Boulevard
407-736-0040

We can submit for most insurance plans

CrlSfers
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' 'Ne Live •••.
in an uncertain universe, which is why some people
choose to eat dessert first.

SUCH

I

f

,.

.

Whatever your personal uncertai.nty principles
might be, you'll still want to try our garden-fresh
gourmet salads, hearty stacked sandwkhes, and a
dozen tempting soups, chowders, gumbos, and
Oriental delights made fresh, every single day.
While there is no evidence that eating a sweet after ,
a delicious gourmet salad or sandwich bes~ows any
physical effect, the psychological benefits are
undeniable .

Back in the Old Days, if you wanted a frozen
dessert, you sent your servant running up to the
mountaint.op to bring down .a few scoops of snow.
.If the poor guy managed .to make it back with ahy
that didn't.melt, you put fruit syrup on it ai;id had
yourself a treat. Of course, you needed to be some
kind ..,o f king or czar or poobah, with plenty of
speedy servants.
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MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM
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,f ree Ice Cream Dessert

WINT R ~RK
ph ( 407) 6 73-41 00

>-

"'a:w

436

\c~

I

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYATRAIL
~RLANDO

ph (407) 482-4727
MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. 10_
: 30AM - 10 PM
SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

SEMORAN BLVD.

C<rlSfet'S

with your UCF Student ID Card.

r.

So whether you eat dessert first or last, treat
yourself to the best. Join us at <:;rispers.
436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN

REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRl;S

Today1 if you want the finest i'ce cream treats in the
area, make haste to Crispers. Your ice cream
dessert is FREE, with your UCF student card.
Try our real milk shakes, cones, and outrageous
sundaes made exclu.sively with ultra-rich Publix
'Premium ice cream:

Offer valid Oc~ 20 - Nov ~·

',

To see all our.menu selections, click o~ www.crispers.com.
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Ask
a doc

Grab the
popcorn
and pull
.
up the

rv
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FROM BS

MAUREEN SCHAEFER
UCF Health Services

I jiist started Using the
Nuva Ring and I alJsolutely love it! -Why don't we

hear more about this
method of contraception?

..
•

I also think the Nuva Ring
is a great contraceptive
method. This method probably has not caught on du~ to
limited advertising. But for
those unfamiliar with the
Nuva Ring, let me offer a
brief overview.
The Nuva Ring is a convenient and discrete once-a:. ·
month ·"vaginal" method of
contraception that delivers a
steady, low-dose supply of
the female hormone estrogen and progesterone. It is
similar to the birth control
pill, but in a flexible ring
form, about the size of a silver dollar.
The ring is inserted into
the vagina and remains
there for three weeks. At the
beginning of the fourth
week, the Nuva Ring ·is
removed, the hormone level.S
drop and you then get a period. It is about 98 percent
effective,__ which is comparable to both the birth control
pill and the patch.
Side effects reported by
some Nuva Ring users are
vaginal irritation, discharge,
pressure and infections.
Also noted were headaches,
weight g.:i.in and nausea. It
does not prevent the transmission of sexually transmitted infections.
The Nuva Ring works in
three distinct ways: it prevents ovulation, or the
release of an egg; it thickens
the mucous in the cervical
canal, ·pfeventing the entry
of healthy sperm; and it
thins the lining of the uterus,
thus preventing the implantation of a fertilized egg.
Studies demonstrate that
women are highly satisfied
with this method and found
it easy to insert and remove.
Although some women and
their partners felt the ring
during intercourse, most
women stated that they did
not feel it, nor did their partners object to the ring when
they had sex.
·
Fortunately; we have a
variety of contraceptive
options that meet the individual needs of women and
their partners., Hopefully we
will see more women using
this innovative, convenient
and effective method of contraception.

in the last five years: The story
takes place in London and monkeys play an integral role. That's
all we'll say because we don't
want to ruin the frightening Sll1'pr.fue(s).
.
It's a cast full of unknowns,
which only adds to the perceived
· reality of something that is pure
fantasy. Like any good horror
movie, it's rated "R" for pervasive
Violence and gore. If you're not a
fan of massive amounts-of blood,
then it might be a good idea to
skip this one and rent "Bambi."
Speaking of "Bambi," if you'r~
a fan of alternate endings where
all the deer get what's coming to
them, then "28 Days Later" will
not disappoint.

Meant to watch:'lt Runs
in the Family'
- This movie might be great or maybe 'it's not. It's hard to say
because we didn't watch it.
The real father-and-son team
of Michael and Kirk Douglas play
a make-believe dysfunctional
father and son in this comedy. The
hijinks really get out of control,
quite possibly, when Michael
Douglas' character's son, played
by Rory Culkin, g-ets tossed into
the mix.
While grossing· about $7 million at the box office, this movie

.

IMAGE COURTESY FOX PICTURES

'28 Days Later,' which presents the end of the world with a British accent and comes with an alternate ending, arrives on DVD shelves as one of the best horror movies of the last five years.
'

wasn't exactly considered a
blockbuster. But cut them some
slack, huh, it's not. like you've
made a movie that's grossed that
much.
With these established actors
and the recycled storyline from so
many other movies, it couldn't be
too bad.

Rent and re9ret:'Charlie's Angels:
Full Throttle
Who needs a plot when you've
got Lucy Liu, Cameron Diaz and
Drew Barrymore in spandex? Fbr
that matter, who needs dialogue,
decent acting or intelligent char-

acters?
This "Charlie's·Angels" sequel
made-more than $100 million at
the box office, so there probably
will be a third installment 'in the
series. And ~eally, who doesn't
want to see more of Drew
Barrymore as a ninja/special
agent?
For those wbo care, the Angels
have to find two silver rings
encrypted with the identities of
·every person in the Witness
Protection Program. Sure hope
those rings don't fall into the
wrong hands! Something tells me
these crafty beauties will find a

'

way to save the day, though.
Directed by MCG, the man with
possibly the dumbest name in
Hollywood, the movie runs 101
minutes, or about 90 minutes too
long.

Released at last:'The Adventures of
Indiana Jones: The Complete DVD
Movie Collection'
It's about time all three
Indiana Jones movies were
released on DVD. This might even
make us forget about that horrible
movie Harrison Ford made with
Josh Hartnett. The whole datingCalista-Flockhart thing still will

haunt our nightmares, but at least
we can fill our sleepless nights
with Ir\dy's quest to thwart evil.
The trilogy includes "Raiders
of the Lost Ark," "Indiana Jones
and the -Temple of Doom" and
"Indiana Jones and the Last
Crusade." Also thrown in· is a
fourth :disc with bonus material
including deleted scenes, commentaries, interviews and every
other special featlli'e that isn't as
good .as watching the actual
movie.
Go buy it now or suffer the
ridicule of people who buy moVies
and ridicule those who don't.

Dance hall singer majored in.cooking
FROM BS

DUFFY HERY I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sean Paul, above, now plays to stadium crowds in the United States. His
set Saturday induded several hits blended together mid-song. Claudia
Cortez, below, smiles as Sean Paul prepares an autograph for her.
I

Sean Paul's.
"I'm a huge fan of Sean Paul," said
Garcia. "I know every song and all of
[the) lyrics. I can't wait to see him.".
. Some students didn't care much for
Sean Paul.
Junior Kim Raby said, "I wish we
had gotten betterl talent, but I guess
this is a good experience."
Around 7:30 p.m., Sean Paul arrived
with his co-manager. He was taken to
a small section of the bar that was
roped off. Students from the bar hurried over to the rope line to await a
chance to see the performer.
,After ten minutes, several home-

coniing committee and CAB students
were allowed to get pictures taken with
him. They were escorted in five at a
time. While co-manager Steve W:tlson
was very strict and ne:r.vous with the
group coming 41 for photos, Sean Paul
seemed very relaxed.
'Tm very glad to be here doing the
colleges," said Seap Paul, "I think colleges hold our nation's future, and it is
a pleasure to entertain them."
Before beconiing a dance hall musician, Sean Paul was enrolled in college in Jamaica. It was there that he
majored in Culinary Arts.
"I think if I hadn't become famous,
I'd be a cook somewhere in Jamaica,"
he said.

Also in attendance was local rapper
Southstar. He came to the party to visit
Sean Paul and was there to introduce
him to the crowd at the concert.
"I always love going to events in our
hometown, you gotta represent
Orlando whenever you can," said
Southstar.
After the meeting, students who left
with pictures were ecstatic about finally meeting him.
"[Sean Paul] was so sweet to talk to
us," said Anderson.
.
After the party drew to a close, Paul
left to get ready for the concert, and
students were invited to go to the
upper balcony to watch the show from
above.

Sean Paul packs Church Street
FROM BS

While" and "Fbllow Me" - all
radio )lits.
By about 11:15 p.m. the air
was growing heavy with anticipation. When Sean Paul finally
' took the stage, the crowd
exploded in a near-deafening
roar. The crowd stuck to Sean
Paul "Like Glue." Sean Paul had
the crowd hyped his entire performance. He opened with his
first American hit "Gimmie the
Light." When he preformed
"Make It Clap," there was a virtual sea of hands clapping along

E-mail your questions to
. askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

,

Ghosts are
here and
•
are commg
after you

to the rhythm. He also preformed the collaborated hit song
"Breathe" by Blu Cantral and ,
· "Baby Boy" by Beyonce
Knowles. The crowd also
enjoyed his other Jamaican
dance hall song-s from his album
"Dutty Rock"
It was apparent that most of
the crowd came for Sean Paul.
Freshman Debbie Liberatoscioli
lookeq on the verge of bursting
with anticipation before Sean
Paul took the stage, and said
she's just as excited about
Hoinecoming._
Senior Travis Andrews was

one of a few fans who sahl he
came to see Uncle Kracker perform a few new song-s.
There were also special
appearances by rappers Smilez
and Southstar, and radio DJs
Doc and Johnny from XL 106.7

FM.
Overall, the concert was a
success - other than a complaint from senior Theresa
Hartley, who said the beer prices
were too higP.; and the clubs canceled their usual specials.
Sponsors included Axis
Magazine,.XL 106.7 and Church
Street Entertainment.

FROM BS

will receive special attention

on the tour are the Grand
Jury Room and Courtroom
B.
Haunted
History
Happenings takes place
from 6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. The
$40 admission includes hors
d'oeuvres, beer, wine and the
full ghost tour. Reservations
are recommended, as space
is limited. For more information, call 407-836-8585 or
407-423-5600.
Orlando Ghost Tours'
regular tours continue
tqrough October as well.
These are held every
Wednesday
through
Saturday from 8 p.m. to 10
p.m. and start· at Church
Street MarketPlace. Regular
admission is $20, or $15 for
ollege students th a valid
student ID.

YOU CAN GET THERE FROM >

Real World Education
407 .679.6333
fullsail.ct>m

•

3300 University Boulevard
Winter Park, FL 32792
.
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100 Help Wanted: General
125 Jlelp Wanted: Sales/Marketing
150 HelpWanted:Part-Time
175 llelpWanted:Ftdl·Time
200 For Rent Homes
225 ForRent:Apartments
250 Roommates
27S Sublease
300 For Sale: General
325 For Sale:A11tomotive
350 For Sale: Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential. Looking for
exciting and outgoing people.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
FEMALE MODELS WANTED:
18-25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to
5'10". For lingerie photo & portfolio
demo's. Call 407-898-7900.
Ask about free photos!
Dream Job: Student Travel Industry.
Earn Cash now and spend your
summer's staffing in Cancun! Call
727-204-1694 or 866-lgoyata.

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

400 Services

450 Retail
500 Events: Campus
525 Events: Greek Lifl!
550 Evenb: Off-<ampus

600 Travel

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road., #115
Orlando, FL 32817

700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost&Found

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

In Person: University Court, Suite 115
Univ: Blvd. & Rouse behind Chik-Fil-A

MAINTENANCE HELPER

area office Cruise /Reservation Sales
Position. Self starter, driven and
aggressive. Earn $$$ commission.
FT/PT web graphic designer. Email
travelresume@mail.com or
Fax·321· 784- 5658.

Basic facilities/equip. maintenance. If you
have basic elec. and plumbing skills, this
could be your job. M-F 8:00 - 4:30 w/
occasional OT. $1 O/hr w/ full benefits.
Avail. immediately. Call LightPath
Technologies 407-382-4003 or Fax: 407382-4007. Located in Research Park.
EOE/DFWI"

Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
www.paidonlineopinions.com.

Computer Whiz
Wanted as partner for PDA project.
Will be working with Palm OS.
Programming exp. a plus. Terms
negotiable. Call Kevin 407-264-0681.

\J
•:•

•••••••••
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

•• • • • • • • • •

Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

U.S.AIR FORCE

R•O•T•C

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

• Up to $15,000 tuition per year
• $510 in textbooks reimbursement
• Monthly stipena ($250-$400)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors
and Graduate Students
For more information, call us at
407-823-1247 (UCF-1AIR)
or visit us at our web site:
http://airforce.ucf.edu

WANTED:
Students To.Take
Online Surveys For Money
Get Paid for Your Opinion
Work from Home ·1 Be Your Own Boss
Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250
All You Need is a. Computer l an Internet Connedion
For More Info, Please Visit:

www.SurveysForStudents.com

Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail,
HIP HOP DANCERS &
CHEERLEADING INSTRUCTORS
WANTEDI 4 yrs exp req. Must be
dedicated, dependable, & have flexible
schedule. Email resume:
Director@FloridaCheerleading.com.
Mom's Helper/Nanny Needed in Sanford
For 18 mo. old twins and newborn, 30-40
· hrs./wk, M-F, flexible schedule. $6.50/hr.
Contact Karen 407-330-2796.

BEAUTY PAGEANT
Need girls 16-25 to part. No hg1, wgt, or
performing talent. All contestants receive
hair, make-up and modeling instr.
Numerous prizes will be awarded.
Marylou- 407-275-0513.
Local Volleyball Club
seeking volleyball coaches.
Please call 321-438-5985.
FT or PT landscape maintenance.
Will train. Hard working and dependable.
Valid DL. Transportation helpful but not
nee. Up to $1 O/hr. based on exp.
Call 321-228-2292.

$250 a day potential
Bartending Training Provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602

No Avon Lady where you live or
work? Great opportunity for you!
Call Joy at 407-654-9756 or go to
www.avonbeautyadvlsor.com. 1
FLORIDA'S OPPORTUNITIES
Earn income marketing our loyalty
Program 2 local
merchants/consumers
See our onliine text ad at:
www.consumermall.neUflorida.html
Imagine getting paid every time the
phone rings or somebody logs onto the
internet. We're looking for motivated
people to launch our service.
407-366-2309 or 877-828-0146.
Sales Reps Needed PT/FT
Great products/ services. Growing IT
company. Fax resume 407-671-3290 or
email: resume@computerinstructors.net.

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):

$15/wk
$14/wk
$13/Wk

Bolding:
Large Headline:

$1/wk
$1/wk

woo,
$10/wk
$9/wk
$8/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

mm!iNf

$6/wk
$5/wk
$4/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

1b/1b in 4b/4b in Village at Science Drive
Apartment for Sublease ASAP!
Furnished and includes utilities.
October's rent is free!
Call 407-739-2182.

1 bedroom/ 1 bath apt. at Jefferson Lofts.
Available ASAP. $900/mo. incl.
everything. W/D. Completely furnished.
Covered parking spot.
Call 813-786-9252.

Females. who smoke socially needed for
confidential phone interview. Selected
callers earn $40. Leave name and
number, your call will be returned,
1-888-355-0322 Toll Free.
Phone Sales.
M - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses. Very
relaxed environment. Call for interview or
leave msg. 407-677-4560.

1 F for 2/2 at Pegasus Landing.
Furn, $545/mo incl util, cable 3 HBOs,
big TV, local phone & VM. hi-speed intnt,
FS, W/D $175 fee DEC or earlier
Contact Emily 407-758-9997.

Room avail. for female in Northgate
Lakes, across from UCF. Fully furnished
4br/4ba, all util. and ethernet incl.
$470/mo plus move-in fees. Avail. Now
to 8/04. Call Kristina@ 941-685-3457.

Nanny needed in evenings for 3 kids.
Competitive pay. Criminal background
check & ref. req. Excellent opportunity for
grad. student. CPR cert. a plus! For more
info call Angela 321-363-6557.

F needed for a 1/1 in a 4/2 at Northgate
Lakes Apt. $399/mo .incl. all util.
Furnished, W/ D, internet, cable. Great
Roommates! Avail. Dec. 15.
Call Natalie at 904-699-2749.

Minutes from UCF. Madison Pk.
'subdivision off of Mcculough. Great
4/2.5 house. Lg. screen TV. Fam/Liv
room. Eat in kitchen. W/D. Roadrunner.
$425/mo, + util. Call 407-971-2428.

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
VeUKennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net"**
Call 407-628-3844.

Room for Rent in 3/3 at Peg. Landing
$475/mo. Avail. Dec.-Jul. 31st.
Everything lncludedl l Move-in as early as
Dec. 11th, I will pay Dec. rent! No movein fee! Call Sarah 407-362-2461 .

Female roommates wanted to share cute
furnished 4/2 house, Living room/den,
kitchen, laundry room, security system.
$295/mo. +utilities. 407-319-3751.

Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlandq/Winter Park area. Great pay.
Immediate openings available.
407-971-9131 .

M/F for'a 1/1 in a 2/2 apt. at Pegasus
Pointe. All util. incl. Internet. Cable. Furn.
W/D. Alarm system. No move-in fees.
$505/mo: nictta@hotmail.com .
407-926-4696.

2 Female Roommates wanted. 4/2
home in quiet neighborhood, 1 mile from
UCF entrance. Home fully furnished
except bedroom. $450/month includes
utilities, W/D, DSL, & phone.
No lease required 407-830-8775.

Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s,
bright, good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103.

Bed - Full size mattress set, new,
w/warranty, $85. 407-275-0935.

2 M/Fwanted for furnished BDRM in new
3 bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF. $475/mo incl. util, n/s,
no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 239-461-5101 or
239-633-9400.

Egg Donors Needed $3,000
Minimum comp. for healthy N/S females
19-32, info is confedential.
Email: info @ openarmsconsultants.com.
website: www.openarmsconsultants.com
941-377-3978

AD RATES
HELPWANI'ED

Charges listed above include an ad of up to five lines, 35
charact~rs per line. $1/wk for each additional line.

$ Make up to $2,500 weekly $
Now hiring home workers. Many honest
companies need you now. For
informatior:i send $4 and a selfaddressed stamped envelope to:
Longo Financial
204 Center Church Rd.
McMurray, PA 15317

·

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

(407) 447-4555 • classifieds@UCFnews.com

Cruise Line Now Hiring for UCF

Are you interested in an exciting career?

Incentives
include:

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

BEDROOM SET - B pieces, new in
boxes. $450. 407-275-0612.
Bed - Brand new double-sided plush
queen pillow-top set, with warranty, can
deliver, $250. 407-383-0585,

Roommates needed for 4/3 house with
pool. $450-$500/mnth. Fully furn. Incl. all
util. Call Laura at 561-628-6940.

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area, 3 & 4 bedroom homes for
rent. $895 to $1295. Call
407-629-6330 or www.ORLrent.com
to view our rentals. RE/MAX 200
Realty.

Buy, sell, trade. Anything and
everything. Limited offer. Sell
anything for free. Ads are placed for
full month. Save yourself some
money at XYZTrader.com.
It's free, it's easy.

Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities. Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659.

Alafaya and Colonial area. 10 min. from
UCF. 3/2, W/D, Dishwasher, refrigerator
and oven incl. Tiled throughout. Highspeed internet ready. Fenced Yard.
Garage. No pet $1100/mo. 407-695-7746.

DINING ROOM SET - Comlete with
table, chairs, lit hutch & buffet, brand
new, $995. 407-275-0935.

Roommate needed. Renting out master
bedroom w/ own bath. $480/mo. incl.
W/D, water, electricity & cable. N/S. Must
love petsl Needed ASAP. 407-694-1489
or suchadud3@hotmail.com.

F Student Seeks F/M for 3/2

UCFArea:
Home in a quiet neighborhood, 1 mile
from UCF. $425 includes utilities,
'
W/D, DSL. 407-366-9391(H)
407-823-0214(W) 407-400-0100(B)

newer house 10 min. from UCF. Close
to Waterford, free roadrunner,
$365/mo. + 1/3 util. 3 mo. lease or 1
mo. free w/6 mo. lease.
Call 772-215-6871.
2bd/2ba Condos within walking distance
to UCF. 1st and 2nd floor avail.
Basketball, volleyball, tenni~ and pool.
Quiet complex starting at $775/mo.
Call or email Cindy at L.A. Real Estate.
407-679-2600 or
cindyhinkley@earthlink.net.

2 F N/S rooms in U.House for
Spring/Summer 04'. $451 w/priv. bath
and $428. Incl. util., cable, 3 HBO's, and
ethernet. Move-in after fall classes.
Amanda 407-381-5587 leave message.

Awesome Brand New Home
3 great rooms avail. Jan., near UCF,
community pool, clubhouse, tennis, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease.
Call Sherry /Todd @ 954-753-2247.

1 bed/1 bath in a 212 apt. in Arden Villas.
1/2 mile from UCF. Lux. apt w/ vaulted
ceilings & fireplace. Can have pets. Avail
now. No deposit needed. $450/mo.
386-795-1684.

Waterford Lakes- Brand New Super Nice
4bd/2-1/2 ba, 2-story, 2 car gar, lg bds,
all appliances. Many upgrades, ceiling
fans,& conservation lot.
$1490. Awesomell! 407-833-0063.

1 bed/1 bath in 3/3 2 story apt.
@ Jefferson Lofts. Brand New!
Cable w/ 8 HBOs. W/D, walk-in closet.
$200 dep. $586/month.
Call 561-252-5660 or 407-362-3032.

~)

Gas dryer for sale. Like new.
$100/obo. Call 407-359-6919.

•

NS F/M wanted in a new house in a nice,
quiet UCF area. $450/mo. , incl util., W/D,
Internet. high-speed, and cable.
Call 407-277-4112 or
407-249-2059 after 7 pm.

1 room avail. In 3/2 house behind,
UCF. 10 min from UCF. M/F.
$475/mth. All util. incl. plus cable
modem. Call Lee 772-528-6347.

••

I

•·

1996 Nissan Maxima GXE
$6,500, 87,000 mi. Enkei rims, Hi-Fi
audio system, tints, spoiler, plus more.
Call 407-625-0006.
~--------

1990 Geo Metro
New tires, stick shift, 35-38 mpg., engine
runs smoothly. $500 or b,est offer. Call
407-482-4740 or 407-808-2140.

1992 Buick Lesabre in perfect condition,
A/C, power everything, fully loaded, only
66k.miles. $3500, make offer, we need to
sell! 407-234-7283.
!! DO NOT PAV DEALER RATES !!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic ownersl Need quality auto
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay,
call THE AUTO GENERAL
407-399-7514. ASE certified" and beats
most independent shop rates!
2001 Lexus IS300. Black inVext. 37,000
miles, automatic or manual option, mint
condition. 1 month new low profile tires
paid 1 grand. MUST SELL in 1 month!ll
Asking $24,000 or best offer.
Call Melissa @407-529-7113.

t)

Room for rent in 2bd/2ba apt. at Pegasus
Landing, fully furnished, all util. incl.,
ethernet, cable, 3 HBOs, W/D, etc. Call
407-362-2918. Avail. ASAP.

Roommate Wanted.
4/2 fully furnished with all utilities. Great
ammenities. $445/mo. Call 407-926-4850.
Spacious fully furn. 1 BR in Oviedo,
Queen w/ desk, book shelves,
dresser, walk-in closet. LR/kitchenette w/
refrig, toaster oven, electric coffee pot,
MW, dining area, couch, recliner, &
2nd walk-in closet. Large bath with linen
closet. New carpet & hardwood. Rent
incl. water, trash, & electric. Prefer NS,
no pets. no children. $650/month +sec.
dep. & 6 mo. min. lease. Call Linda
407-366-2650.

Do yo~ like
•••
,.

Room for Rent in 4/2

• Awork location near UCF?
• Acasual work environment?
• Flexible hours?
•Great pay?
Then Trader Publishing
is for you!
Now hiring agents to set
photographer appointments

Earning Potential up to $20/hr. +

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961

or a}lply at 615A Herndon Ave., Orlando, FL 32803.

Oct. rent free, fully furnished w/ all util.
incl., W/D, ethernet, sec. sys., Pegasus
Pointe. Avail. ASAP. $455/mo. or neg.
Call 321-508-3520 or 321-453-4920.

Brand New 2 bd/2ba apartment
In luxury, gated community - 1 mile
from UCF.· $970/mo. 1st month
free. Peace and quiet for the
discerning colleglate.
(407) 366-7988.

Security person. FT & PT. LBV area. 1st
and 2nd = $9, $9.50 after 90 days, 3rd =
$10, $10.50 after 90 days. Benefits,
school & lie. cost reimburse. Fax
response to 407-658-6103.
Busy Nature's Table Cafe in UCF area
hiring friendly, clean cut employees able
to work well under pressure. Positive
Attitude a must! Need 20+ hrs per week.
No Sundays. Call after 2 pm for Camille
or Kathy @407-514-6999.
Childcare wanted for newborn. Seeking
experienced, responsible, reliable &
loving person to care for our daughter in
our Downtown home, Students in
Nursing/Education prog. pref. Candidate
should have experience w/ young
babies. Needed 25-30 hrs/wk mornings
& early afternoons. If interested please
call Jennifer at 407-897-7060 or email
jrief@mindspring.com.

I

,,

FREE RENT

,

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Sjgners!

\

www.ucfnews.com/scholarships

•
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Native Polish speaker offers tutoring in
Polish or Russian. Beginners to
Advanced.
Call Beata (407) 292 1357

Drowning In Debt?

'

Local nonprofit agency can help stop
collection calls, lower interest rates,
reduce monthly payments by up to 50%,
consolidate debts into one payment.
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL, NONJUDGEMENTAL counseling. In person
or by telephone. Hablamos Espanol.
407-599-0057 ext.203

Book 11 people, get 12th trip free.
Visit the official website for spring
break '04. The best deals to the
hottest destinations. Group
discounts for 6+.
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or
800-838-8202.
Stuck on a tough term paper?
ThePaperExperts.com can helpl Expert
writers will help you with editing, writing,
graduate school applications. We'll help
on any subject - visit us 24/7 at
·
ThePaperExperts.com
Nt;:ED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.

Free Falun Gong Classes at UCF.
Five gentle and easy to learn exercises.
Relieve stress, improve health, and
elevate mind. 8 a.m. every day on grass
near reflecting pond. Call 407-415-8384
or visit www.falunorlando.org.

AA Meetings
Tuesdays, 6:30 pm
Campus Wellness Center
Avail. for students, staff and faculty.

Episcopal Young Adult Ministry
St. Matthews on Dean Rd.
Young Adult Group Thurs. 7:30 p.m.
Dave Moye 407-341-5356 or
407-657·9199.
New Covenant on Tuskawilla Rd.
Sheryl Shaw 407-699·0202

London ............. $376
Paris ................ $433
Brussels ........... $484
Denver ............. $281
Boston ............. $174

,. ..,.

Fare is round trip from Orlando. Subject to change and availability.
Tax not included. Restrictions and blackouts apply.

Fraternities-Sororities
Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $1,000·$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser 3
hr. fundraising event. Our free
programs make fundraising easy w/
no risks. Fundralslng dates are filling
quickly, so get w/ the program! It
works. Contact CampusFundralser @
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundralser.com

2 nights+ transfers+ activities
New Orleans ....... $110
LasVegas ........... $113
San Francisco ...... $131
Vancouver .......... S 1·41
Miami. ............... $160
New Vork ............ $192
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!airfare no.t Included!

[ ~EVENTS:
~ Off-Campus

CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT?
Are you a disabled UCF student past
or present? Has the university or
instructors failed to provide you with
proper accommodations? Please
contact UCFISWRONG@aol.COl'l)
Discretion 100% assured.
Daniel's Tutoring Service
Tutors available in all math classes of
K-12 & college level. Incl. algebra, trig,
stats, calc. all test prep & entrance
exams. In hqme avail. 407-427-0067.

Male Incest Survivors
Small group therapy (8 men). Meet
weekly in Orlando. All ages and
backgrounds. Exp. counselor. All calls
confidential. 407-628-5855.

5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. 2 a.m. Must be outgoing, have a great
smile, and energetic! Roses by Renee
407-681-3612 or 407-701-7432.
THRIFT SHOP: used items; great for
dorm .rooms! Furn., collectables, and
many more unique/ unusual items. A little
bit of everything! 1486 Semoran Blvd.
Howell ,Branth + 436. 407-679-7884.

Honeymoon Specialists • Local Travel
Agency with 15 years experience in
Honeymoon planning. Great deals
and ideas for every budget.
Cail 407·679·6655.
Spring Break '04 with StudentCity.com
and Maxim Magazine. Get hooked up
with free trips, cash, and VIP status as a
campus rep. Choose from 15 of the
hottest destinations. Book early for free
meals, free drinks and 150% lowest price
guarantee. To reserve online or view our
photo gallery, visit www.studentcity.com
or call 1-888-Spring Break.

Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on the island at one of ten resorts (your choice).
- lllPalaClllB 1l'IV81

CATHOLIC
CA /\AP .US
/\AINISTRY
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WANTED: Swimsuit Model
Brazilian beauty lost this week. Truly
wonderful. Missing and thinking of you.
May need to get around agents at times.
Contact: Brian 863-660-4066.
Ftanews@aol.com.
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55 Med. scan
56 Spoken
57 Zsa Zsa's sister
58 Queens"
diamond
62 Real prolil
63 Protestant
ministers
64 Hubbub
65 Loneliest
number
66 Concurs
67 That guy's

Mass, Sundays,
8:30 p.m.
Student Union 316CD
Fr. David Scotchie

DOWN
1 Softdrinks
2 _setter
3 Groovy
4 Wish undone
5 Porch raider
6 Full of
eagerness
7 Adlai's middle
name
8 Certain ball
rotation
9 A Gershwin

(407) 657-6114 x226
http: XI pegasus.cc.ucf.edu / -ccm

1-800-861-5018

www.Bahamasun.com
We'll heat anv Package Price!

3•

ACROSS
1 Immoral deed
4 Welsh dish
11 Bitingly cold
14 Mine output
15 Oblivious
16 Time period
17 Exactly opposite
19 Broadcast
20 Regarding
21 Penfill
22 Sandler or
West
23 Meteors
28 Carry a tune
.29 Causing
discomfort
32 Truthful
35 Cash for small
expenses
36 Ulan-_, Russia
37 Phoenix cager
38 Highlands hat
39 Power unit
43 Vine-shaded
spots
46 Proportionately
47 Caspian feeder
48 Brownstone,
perhaps
53 Carrie in "Star

SPRING BREAK 2004. Travel w/ STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas,
FL. Hiring campus reps . Call for discount
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

Prices include:
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Make your classified stand out by
making a BOLD statement! Cail us
today for classified ad placement at
407-447-4555 or e-mail
ciasslfieds@UCFnews.com.
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Crossword

SPIRITUALITY 101
Final Exam $25,000
Open Book Contest on Papers 141 - 187
of The Urantia Book. For details please
visit www.eventodaward.com.

·S189°0 15 Davst 4 Niuhls
$239°0 1 Davst 6 Nlilbls
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ACADEMIC TUTORING
In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GRE, etc. In home services avail. Call
Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650 or e-mail
lbgtutor@yahoo.com.

Spring Break - sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round trip airline
tickets to over 15 international
destinations· - including Aruba,
Dominican Republic, Costa Rica,
Caribbean hot spots and more.
Why go with anyone else. Limited offer call now. Commission rep positions also
available nowl 1-800-787-3787.
www.studentexpress.com

CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester
Located at: Holiday Inn Select • UCF
Sunday Worship Service @11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study@ 7 p.m. •
www.blshoplc.com
"IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL"

Huge blowout sale.
50-75% off cleats and apparel.
10% off non-closeout Items w/ad.
WWW.GOKAPPA.com, 407-239-7636

View classifieds online at UCFnews.com!

C 2003 Tribune ~la Sctvloes, lno.
All
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rtgtus reserved.

10 Part of GTE
11 Finds hidden
meanings
within
12 Opera highlight
13 Heat up
18 Elk relative
22 River of Pisa
24 "My country _
of thee. .."
25 Bank payt.
26 Light brown
27 Set sights
30 Get closer
31 Athletic facilities
32 Camelback
33 Polish-German
border river
34 Try to reach an
agreement
35 _up your
dukes!
37 Fumbles for
words
40 Neighborhood
41 Pale
42 Got a bite
43 Gallery draw ,

. Sponsored by

FREE TOWING
AUTOMATICS & STANDARDS
SPECIAL UCF DISCOUNTS

407-273-2606
44
45
47
49
50
51
52

Stadium cheer
Dracula's drink
Concord
Delete
Heep of Dickens
Riyadh resident
Lincoln and

Zumwalt
53 .Comic Jay
54 Tied
58 Hea11h retreat
59 Embodies
60 Blasting letters
61 Nincompoop

Please see solutions in next issue - Thurs. 10/23

Local and Long Distance Telephone Service Provider

o u r team

UP TD 14 Hourly!
200 Sign On Bonus!
.

.

lull Time •Paid Training
EKPERIENCE APLUS
lull Time Benefits:
Holidays, Personal Days
.Campany Matching 401K
Business casual attire •Paid Vacation

Right around the
corner from UCF

Job line •407·313·1391
12001 Science Dr. • Orlando, Fl 32828
EOE/DFWP

•

•

